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RELIGIOUS EDUCATION IN THE HOME. 

From its very success modern Bible study is exposed to cer¬ 

tain evils. There is danger of the triumph of the mercantile 

Shall the spirit in the production and sale of Sunday-school 

Sunday School helps; there is danger that, because of the great 
Supplant demand for teachers, untrained and inexperienced 

THE Parent? persons may take charge of the young during their 

most formative stage; there is danger lest the pastor should 

believe that the Sunday school relieves him from giving biblical 
instruction to his people. Yet it is not to any of these dangers 

that we would call attention at this time, but rather to one 

which seems more fundamental and serious than any one of 

them all—the decline of family religion. 
A consideration of the situation in the Christian world today 

will convince almost any impartial person that one of the most 

serious conditions confronting the church is the neglect of reli¬ 

gious instruction and religious worship in the families of church 

members. This, of course, is not to say that the standard of mor¬ 

ality in Christian families is lowering. We do not believe for a 

moment that such is the case. But parents do not now com¬ 

monly instruct their children in religious matters, unless indeed 

all happen to be members of the same Sunday school. The 

Sunday school has, in fact, become almost the only means of 

inducting children into the teachings of the Bible. It is true 

that there are homes in which one or the other parent assists the 

child in the study of the Sunday-school lesson, but it is to be 

feared that these are proportionately few in number. In the 
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great majority of Christian homes the parents seem to judge 

their duty as regards religious instruction complete when they 

have seen that the children are properly dressed and sent to 

Sunday school. Even the habit of churchgoing is not incul¬ 

cated ; instead, after a more or less edifying session in the 

Sunday school, the children are left by churchgoing parents to 

their own devices. 

Quite as serious as this disregard of home instruction in 

religious matters is the decline of family prayers. We venture 

Shall the opinion that family worship is not maintained 

Family Abandon in fifteen per cent of the families of members of 

WoBSHip ? Qyj. churches. Even if the percentage is somewhat 

larger, the situation would be serious enough. How are we to 

expect that children will grow up in the fear and admonition of 

the Lord if, on the one side, parents give them no instruction in 

the Bible, and, on the other side, they never see their father or 

mother engaged in formal worship except in church ? It per¬ 

haps will be replied that the work of the Sunday school makes, 

such instruction unnecessary, and that the rush of modern life 

makes family worship impracticable. For our part we believe 

neither statement except with large reservations. It is true that 

the Sunday school has to a certain extent relieved the parents 

of the necessity of instructing their children in religious matters, 

but it has by no means made unnecessary a recognition, in the 

family circle, of God as the director and protector of life, and of 

the Bible as the source of moral and religious teaching. If our 

religious life has really ceased to be a matter that concerns the 

family, and is so far institutionalized as to relieve the parents of 

all obligations except to bring the child to the institution, pessi¬ 

mism as regards its future is justifiable. A nation whose families 

neither give moral and religious instruction, nor habitually rec¬ 

ognize the presence of God, can hardly expect its children to 

grow up as God-fearing citizens. 

Is there any remedy for the existing situation ? Or must we 

allow matters to proceed until by very reaction Christian people 
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arouse themselves to reform ? It seems to us that remedies are 

at hand which are both practicable and effective. 

„ I. Let pastors urffe the re-establishment of fam- 
SueoESTioiia ... , 
FOR THE “y worship in every family connected with their 

Rehabilitation churches. If need be, let them form a sort of 

OF Family society, the members pledging themselves to main- 
Worship . • e ^ «« 

OF FAMILY society, the members pledging themselves to main- 

tain family prayers on Sunday, and, whenever pos¬ 

sible, on every day in the week. 

2. Let each pastor in presenting the matter suggest certain 

ways of conducting family prayers which shall relieve them of 

the difficulties with which they are commonly beset. For 

instance, for those men who find it impossible to make prayer, 

let him recommend a book of devotion which will contain 

prayers w'hich when read will express the real desires of the 

Christian heart. Or, if one objects to the reading of prayers, 

let there be recommended the custom of each member of the 

family either repeating or reading some verse, or passage of 

Scripture, and of all joining in the Lord’s Prayer. But whatever 

particular form family worship may take, let the pastor urge 

that at least there be reading of the Scripture each morning in 

every Christian family. 

We venture another suggestion which may be found service¬ 

able, at least for Sunday mornings or in families where there is no 

haste on the part of any of its members to leave home for the day’s 

duties. The outlines of the American Institute of Sacred Lit¬ 

erature are well adapted for devotion; and if these, or similar 

outlines, were once used, though the period of morning worship 

might be prolonged a few moments, it would undoubtedly cease 

to be merely formal, or mechanical. The Bible would not 

merely be read, but it would be actually considered. If to such 

use of the Scriptures there were added some brief prayer, either 

extempore or printed, not only would the day begin as every 

day should begin in a Christian family, but the family would 

be fulfilling one of its functions which, as has already been said, 

it seems to be overlooking. Children thus trained in the home 

would be better prepared to receive the teaching of the Sunday 
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school, and would greatly benefit from the parental example of 

publicly recognizing God in daily life. 

There may be families whose circumstances are such that 

daily study and even daily prayers on the part of all their mem¬ 

bers are impracticable. There may even be families 
Parental ^ ^ 
ResPOHSiBiLirr deeply religious as to shrink from anything that 

FOB THE in a remote way suggests religious formality. These 

RelioiousLife exceptions, however, do not greatly weaken our 
OF THE Child ... ^ • r ■ 

contention, tven in their cases it is a fair question 

whether the mother or some other member of the family might 

not take up a work from which the father is for some reason 

excluded, and whether a little thought might not insure spon¬ 

taneity in devotion. And, after all, it is not a matter of persons 

and methods, but of risponsibility for the religious education of 

the child. No parent v'ho neglects this has met the obligation 

of parenthood. To clothe, to feed, to send to school, to fit for 

some career—these are by no means all that a parent owes the 

child. Beyond them all is moral and religious training. Even, 

more than the Sunday school, the home has remained untouched 

by the great movements which have given us new schools and 

new civic and social ideals. Until it realizes its functions and 

co-operates with the Sunday school and the day school, society 

will be in unstable equilibrium. And the first step it must take 

is the rehabilitation of the study of the Bible and of family wor¬ 

ship. The parent can teach as no teacher, the family is above 

all schools. The time has come when it must realize these facts 

and become once more an influence in the religious life of the 

church. 



THE TRANSFORMATION OF THE LOCAL DIVINITIES 

INTO GODS. 

By Professor Samuel Ives Curtiss, Ph.D., D.D., 

Chicago Theological Seminary, Chicago. 

The proof is not present that the Old Testament idea of 

God has grown up out of that of the local divinities merely by 

a process of natural evolution, though it would be unwise to 

declare such a process impossible. Probably no Arab tribe is 

to be found which along with its worship of the saints does not 

have some conception of God, though the expression of such a 

conception is often limited to a few phrases, perhaps derived 

from the Moslems, and of the most meager description. If 

the testimony of some ancient Arab writers is to be believed, 

there were those before the time of Mohammed who, while 

worshiping idols, still had as worthy ideas of God as the 

Bedouins of the present day. Some of these testimonies may 

be found in Hesr el-Litham,^ by Risk Ullah of Aleppo. 

He writes, as a result of his study of pre-Islamic times: “A 

part of the Arabs acknowledge the Creator, ” and quotes ‘Arif 

Ibn Abi Shabab et-Tamini as saying: “I know that God will 

reward his servants in the day of judgment. ”* Some of those 

whom he describes had doubtless been affected by Christianity. 

At any rate some of his quotations are instructive in connection 

with our present investigation. He affirms that: 

Part of the Arabs confess the Creator and the beginning of creation, and 

deny the resurrection. And some of them confessed that they would return, 

and used the idols thinking they were their intercessors ^ before God at the 

end. And they built houses for them. Of these is the house at Mecca. 

And they made pilgrimages to them,^ and presented sacrifices to them, 

attending their worship, and they said that these idols were the mediators 

‘That is, “The Lifting of the Veil. ” ^Hesr el-Litham, § 162. 

3 The Moslems hold the same view in regard to the welis. 

‘Just as to the saints of the shrines at the present day. 

7 
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between them and their Creator and they had WQd.and Habal which 

was the greatest of their idols, and was standing at the back of the Kaaba^. 

If the link cannot be found which unites the universal wor¬ 

ship of saints with a recognition of God, we can trace very 

clearly a few examples at least which point toward the trans¬ 

formation of local divinities into gods. 

SHRINE OF NEBI OSHA, NEAR ES-SALT. 

It was a great saying when Sheik Dhiab ‘Alwad of Kefr Harib 

affirmed, “ Every place, land, or spot on the earth has its own 

dwellers,”* This sentence gives the reason for the worship 

of the welis today as well as of the ancient Ba'alim, ^ who each 

possessed a particular piece of land, and of the gods of each 

country® whether known as Jehovah, Chemosh or Milcom. 

Only in the case of Jehovah did monolatry, or the worship of 

' the God of Israel as the God of a particular land, develop 

iHesr el-Litham, § 163. 

^ The Arabic is sukkdn\ maskAn indicates that a place is possessed by the jinn. 

The Syrians used the term of a “ haunted ” house. 

» Hos. 2: 14, 15. 

‘Ruth 1:15; Judg. II: 24; I Kings II: 7; Jer. 48:7; etc. 
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into monotheism. There are some suggestions of such a process 

of development in a few cases today. 

Practically every well has his own domain. It may be only 

his grave, or his shrine, or the land contiguous to them. Here 

the fellahin place their agricultural implements, their wood and 

their timber. Inside such a shrine they often store their grain. 

SACRED OLIVE TREE IN THE LAND OF MOAB. 
(The plows in the branches and beneath the tree are placed there for protection; the sacredness of the 

tree prevents the stealing of them by anyone.) 

confident that no one would be so daring as to disturb it. Per¬ 

haps the idea that the trees immediately around the saint’s 

tomb, or on his land, are his, renders them inviolable, hence 

sacred, so that no “ feller ” comes up against them. It is for this 

reason that a single tree, or a grove, or scattered trees in cer¬ 

tain parts of the country, are each infallible indications of the 

presence of a shrine. There are three examples of a domain of 

considerable extent. 

One is in connection with the shrine of M4r Saba, about twenty 

minutes from Jebrud. His special place of residence issimply a 

crack in a perpendicular rock, about forty feet high. There is 
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no shrine, aside from this place, under the open heavens. But, 

except the handful of Protestants in the village, that would be a 

bold spirit who would doubt his existence, or his power. "He 

is the father of miracles, because every disease can be cured 

by him. His land extends as far as it is irrigated by the 

water coming 

from the rock.^ 

The water is un¬ 

der Mar Saba’s 

protection, be¬ 

cause it is in his 

land. If the 

water decreases, 

the owners of 

the land cry to 

him and he 

brings the water 

again. He looks 

like the shadow 

of a man because 

he goes into the 

rock and rises 

out of it. ” 

Another do¬ 

main belongs to 

the shrine of 

HarbOsha about 

one and one- 

half hours from 
ENTRANCE TO SHRINE OF MAR THEKLA AT M'ALULA. Jebrud On the 

way to M'alula. The shrine is a miserable building facing 

toward the east. There are no trees in immediate connection 

with it, but they may be found scattered over a tract of land, 

about three miles square, in the center of which is the shrine. 

The servant of the shrine said that the trees belong to Harbusha. 

’ I think this includes all the irrigated land of Jebrdd. 

’"Journal XV, summer of 1902, Jebrfid. 

I 
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"All the flocks of the neighborhood are under his protection. 

. . . . The shepherds feed their flocks near his shrine for this 

reason.”" 

Still another domain is found in the territory of the ‘Amflr 

tribe of Arabs and was described to me by Ibrahim ‘Atallah of 

Karyaten, who has spent much time among them, as follows: 

There is a sacred place called Rubbah, east of Safa, which belongs to 

one of their fagirs." There is a kubbeh over the grave, and it is used as 

an inviolable shrine. No Arab would venture to take from this place. 

Its name is Sheik Sarak.The Arabs plant grain on their land. 

They cut down a tree and the women drag it over the ground instead of plow¬ 

ing it. The land is called his (that is, the fagir’s) in every direction for 

more than a day’s journey. It is magnificent soil, but it is Ba'al land. 

They vow to him, “ if the yield of grain is good, then we will have a feast at 

your shrine. ’’ They do not think he is with them at the feast," but they 

regard it for his personality, as an honor to him. If they are pushed hard 

by the enemy they call on him and he saves them.When his land is 

planted no one steals from it for six hours’ journey. The people who re¬ 

main on the land have a confident feeling that he would protect them. They 

believe that any one who attacks them in the vicinity of the shrine is sure 

to be injured by him.** 

There are various ways in which these local divinities protect 

their people. It is said that Jerrah, from whom the ‘Amhr are 

descended and upon whom they call, as well as upon Sheik 

Sarak, defended the ‘Amhr Arabs on one occasion by causing 

their enemies to see them as a herd of swine so that they turned 

and fled. 

Jerrah is also called “ the father of the cloud, ” abti dabdbl^ 

When they are defeated by an enemy they call on abti dabdb, and he 

“Journal XV, summer of 1902, Shrine of Harbdsha. 

“/ajfjVisthe Bedouin pronunciation of fakir. It is a designation given to the 

servant of a shrine, to a living saint who receives sacrifices like a weli, and to a weli. 

‘^ArJ ba'al is a survival of ancient Canaanitic terminology. It signifies land that 

is watered from heaven, in distinction from irrigated land. All the villages of the 

Syrian desert have irrigated land, where the grain is heavy; at the same time there 

are outlying fields of ba'al land, where the grain, when it is ripe, is often pulled up by 

the roots, instead of being reaped, because it is so low. 

’^1 have not been able to find any clear trace of the “sacrificial meal.’’ It would 

seem to be in place in this connection. 

‘S Journal XIV, summer of 1902, Karyaten. 

** Cf. Exod. 14 : 19, 20. See Journals XIV, XV, summer of 1902. 

I 
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surrounds them with a cloud so that the enemy cannot see 
them.'7 

Other saints are thought of as having lands of indefinite 

extent and as possessing flocks and herds. Sheik Muhammed 

*Ali spoke of Chudr (Mar Jirjis) as limiting the water of ‘Ain 

Fowwar to his own land. He has extensive flocks and a certain 

ARAB LYING UNDER SACRED TAMARISK TREE FOR HEALING. 

proportion of cattle, for which an annual payment is made. It 

is very common to vow a twenty-fourth of a cow to him.*® At 

Jebrud there is a flock which belongs to him. 

In the village of Ma'arrat esh-Shclm, not far from SSdnSya, 

where there is a shrine of M4r Elias, we were told that when 

, his land needs plowing, the people in the church offer to 

plow it.*9 

The examples already given perhaps suffice to show that there 

is a tendency to associate each saint with a given territory, how¬ 

ever small it may be. It is not legitimate, as we have seen, to 

Journal XIV. ‘•Journal XV. Journal XV. 
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suppose that each tribe or village is confined to one particular 
saint. The Bedouins usually, in case of need, call on the saint 

that is nearest their encampment at a given time. This, how¬ 

ever, is quite in harmony with old Semitic ideas of each god 

having a given territory.*® The ‘AmQr Arabs not only call on 
Jerrah, from whom they claim to be descended, but also, as we 
have seen, on Sheik Sar4k. In the upper part of Nebk they 

swear by Chudr, in the lower part by ‘Ali. 

The changes in the conditions of modern life, even in oriental 
lands, have contributed partly to a process by which some of 

the saints are raised to the dignity of divine beings. This is 

true of saints who would otherwise be most obscure. 

A Syrian soldier whose family had been accustomed to visit 
the Shrine of Harbusha was taken prisoner to eastern Russia. 

In that strange land he languished until he became ill. In his 

extremity he called on Harbusha, who came to him and cooked 

for him a native dish, which brought him recovery. Harbusha 
then directed him to make payment by sending a measure of 
wheat to his shrine. 

But at least two of the saints are exalted far above the rest 

in the estimation of the people. These are Mar Elias and 

Chudr (or M&r Jirjis). At Ma'arrat esh-Sh4m both the Greek 
Catholics and and the Moslems assign a very high place to M4r 

Elias. One said: “I have been redeemed by M4r Elias”—lit¬ 

erally, ^'ruhi fida mdr eltyas" “ My soul is the redemption of M^r 

Elias.” I asked a group of women in the village : "Is Mar 
Elias everywhere ?” A chorus replied : " Of course.” A woman 
added: “O Mar Elias, you are alive in heaven and upon earth ” 

[ya mdr eliyas ent ai fis-sema wa-ent ai fil-hard). Several, whose 

sons had gone to Brazil, spoke of the vows which they had 
made and of the money they had sent. 

But there is no saint who is so nearly God of all the earth as 

Chudr or M^r Jirjis. I received testimonies concerning him in 

many parts of the country. The servant of the shrine of Chudr 
among the Nusairiyeh said: "You know, sir, that Chudr is alive 

”2 Kings 17 : 27. 
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everywhere.”** This designation of Chu r as “living” is very 

common in all parts of the country.** Sheik Muhammed ‘Ali of 

Nebk said: “ His shrines are in all parts of the country, because 

he is alive, so that, if we say three times, 'ya chudr,' he will be 

present. He is now in this room, because we have mentioned 

his name four times. Wherever one might call on him, there he 

SHRINE OF HAMED EL-HUDEFI IN THE LAND OF MOAB. 

would be.” So a Moslem woman who was in the room said: 

“If I were in extremity I would call on Chudr: ‘O Chudr, 

O Chudr, come on us like a shower of rain’ [f. e., quickly]. He 

is everywhere, he can see everybody.” *3 So ‘Isa of MazSbili 

said: “Simple people think he is in every place. Wherever 

they appeal to him, there he is. He can be near them and 

- answer them, wherever they are. If a camel slips and the man 

appeals to him, he is there. He is as much present as God is. 

He has a portion in the ships at sea. Chudr is near them, God 

“'Journal XIV. An Arab south of Medeba said: “Chudr is alive, not dead” 

{Chudr hat ma mdt). 

"Journal XV, summer of 1902, Nebk. ‘ildtd. 
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is far away.”“He is especially the protector of travelers by 

land and by sea. Often people before they sail for America 

make vows to him. They sometimes send money to the convent 

in fulfilment of their vows.” “It is true in general that he is 

considered omnipresent. There is practically a deification of 

A NUSAIRIAN SHRINE OF CHUDR BETWEEN SAFITA AND KEFRpN. 

him on the part of the ignorant.” At Burme in Ajlun there is 

a ruined shrine of Chudr. In reply to our question: “Is Chudr 

everywhere?” they replied: “Of course.” 

The practical deification of Chudr (Mar Jirjis) is attested by 

the number of the shrines that are built to him. In Kerak we 

were told that “they sacrifice to him there.” They said: 

“♦Journal XIV, summer of 1902. 
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“ Every church built here should be to the name of Chudr. 

The first-born male of sheep and goats should be sacrificed to 

him. All the Christian tribes bring such sacrifices, many of the 

Arab Moslems do the same. They sacrifice to the name of 

Chudr.” 

Perhaps these examples as found in Syria at the present 

time may shed some light, not only on monolatry, but also on 

monotheism, and may serve to indicate on the human side the 

process by which Jehovah rose from the position of a national 

God to the God of all the earth. It required the destruction 

of the national life of Israel to destroy the particularistic con¬ 

ception which the people had held of him, as the God of that 

portion of the earth which we know as the Holy Land, who 

was to be worshiped in the temple at Jerusalem alone. When 

it was demonstrated that he loves righteousness more than any 

people, and that his worship was not to be limited to the con¬ 

fines of any temple, he became an ethical instead of a national 

God. The conquest of Jerusalem, the destruction of the temple, 

and the captivity of the noblest of the people, were neces-' 

sary in preparing the way for Christianity as a world-wide 

religion. This process was not accidental. The lowest view of 

God which an ancient Semite might have, such as our investiga¬ 

tion indicates, was a necessary beginning in a development 

which was to pass through all the stages, including monolatry, 

until monotheism was reached. And the divine wisdom was 

manifested in the fact that it knew where to find men, however 

degraded in their conceptions of God, and could raise them to 

the highest ideals. 



THE JEWS IN MODERN PALESTINE. 

By Dr. E. W. G. Master man, F.R.C.S., F.R.G.S.. 

Jerusalem, Syria. 

I. THE SEVERAL CLASSES OF JEWS. 

There are many people, even to-day, who imagine the inhabi¬ 

tants of modern Palestine are Jews, or mostly Jews ; on the 

other hand there are others who consider that the Jewish popu¬ 

lation is so insignificant as not to be worth reckoning as a factor 

of importance in the land. Truth as usual lies in the mean. 

In numbers the Jewish population of the Holy Land is small, but 

there is no section that figures so largely in importance in the 

social, religious, and political life ; and certainly none so sure to 

exercise an increasing influence. 

At the beginning of the last century the Hebrew element in 

Palestine numbered not more than 10,000 souls, and these were 

poor, despised, and downtrodden. Even down to 1874 so good 

an authority as the editor of Baedeker’s Guide put down 18,000 

as the extreme limit. Twenty years later the same authority 

put it as 50,000. I venture to say that today it is little, if at all, 

short of 100,000, and steadily increasing. But even this remarka¬ 

ble increase in numbers is nothing to the great growth of Jewish 

influence and wealth in the land. The Jewish question is now being 

pushed vigorously before the attention of the great Christian 

nations by the members of the fast multiplying Zionist associa¬ 

tions ; and whatever the ultimate results may be, the immediate 

result is that the Jews have never had from the Turks such pow¬ 

ers and privileges in the land as they have today. Jews (especi¬ 

ally eastern ones) and Mohammedans understand each other in 

many ways better than either of them understand Christians, 

especially western Christians. Some of the leaders of " Zionism” 

profess to have come to some understanding with the Sultan 

which is to pave the way for a “Jewish state ” in the not distant 

17 
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future; and to “Zion” many weary eyes are turned with the 

light of hope from the squalid ghettos of south-eastern Europe. 

In view of this situation, some account of the extraordinary 

polyglot gathering of Hebrews now in the land, their ways of 

life, and their customs—especially those of biblical origin, may 

be of interest. 

Early in the last century almost all the Jews of Palestine proper 

were Sephardim, i. e., Spanish-speaking Jews, descendants of 

those hordes who, rather than renounce their faith, were exiled 

from Spain in 1492 by the misguided policy of Ferdinand and 

Isabella. Though so long absent from Spain, a large proportion 

retain their ancient Spanish tongue; just as in Spain they had to 

a marked extent, doubtless helped by their contact with the 

Moors, preserved their oriental traits. The Judeo-Spanish lan¬ 

guage retains many of the characteristics of the Spanish of four 

hundred years ago, though largely amplified by Hebrew and 

Arabic words, and written and printed, of course, in Hebrew let¬ 

ters. In Jerusalem, Hebron, and Jaffa, as well as in many parts 

of Turkey, it is not only used by all the Sephardim, but is 

acquired by many Jews and still more Jewesses coming from 

other parts as a mode of intercommunication. The men almost 

all know Arabic in addition, and many can speak a certain 

amount of Hebrew. In Galilee, however, and to the north of 

Palestine proper, e. g., Damascus and Aleppo, Arabic is usually 

the only modern language spoken; if a second is known there it 

will probably be French. The typical Sephardi is thin in face 

and figure, with good and pronounced features; he has dark hair 

and eyes, but is not uncommonly reddish blond. He dresses 

similarly to the natives of Palestine — a fez, a long eastern 

robe, and slippers. 

Closely allied with the Spanish-speaking Jews in questions of 

* ritual, and often too in dress and appearance, are the Mughrabin 

Jews. These also have, many of them, come centuries ago from 

Spain, but now from the Mughrib (an Arabic word, meaning 

" West ”), i. e. from north Africa, especially from Morocco and 

Algiers. These people speak quite a distinct dialect of Arabic 

from that spoken in Syria. The more educated often know 
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French ; but many, especially the younger ones, soon pick up 

Judeo-Spanish. In this class we find some of the poorest, most 

ignorant, and superstitious of all the Palestinian Jews. In Jeru¬ 

salem alone they are reckoned to be over two hundred families. 

The Syrian Jews from Beirut, Damascus, Aleppo, and, in 

another group, those from Baghdad and the Euphrates valley, are 

easily distinguished from the above-mentioned classes; with a 

little experience it is even possible to tell a Beirflt Jew from a 

Damascene, and these again from the Halabi (Aleppo Jews), and 

so on. The last mentioned are sufficiently numerous to form a 

distinct community of their own. The Jews of this group speak 

the Arabic of Syria, of course, much better than all others ; 

many can read and write it, using, however, as a rule Hebrew 

letters. They are found in all parts of the land; in Jerusalem 

alone there are probably more than six hundred families. The 

Jews of Damascus, about ten thousand in all, belong to this 

class, but have distinct traits of their own. They claim to be 

descendants of the garrison which King David placed to keep 

the city for him! 

Another Arabic-speaking class of Jews is the Yeminite. As 

their name implies, they come from southern Arabia and speak 

an entirely different Arabic from the Syrians, This community 

has only comparatively recently (some fifteen years ago) inva¬ 

ded the Holy Land, and they are coming in increasing numbers. 

As they are already Turkish subjects, no difficulties are put 

in their way, such as surround the foreign Jew who wishes to set¬ 

tle in Palestine. The Yeminites made their first settlement at' 

Silwdn, the ancient Siloam; but, although the poorer families 

still remain there, those who can, migrate to higher and health¬ 

ier ground. In general appearance and in physique these are 

very different Hebrews from the other groups. They in all 

respects closely resemble the Arabs of Arabia — dark skin, 

black hair and eyes, and spare frames. It may be that they 

more than any others resemble their forefathers of the Exodus. 

The cold of Jerusalem tries them very much, and numbers die off 

from tubercular diseases. Among these Yeminites are several 

Jews from India, of very similar characteristics. 
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Very different from these last are the Jews from Tiflis 

and the neighborhood of the Caucasus, the larger community of 

whom are known as ''Gourgee" or Georgian Jews. These have 

made their chief settlement in the Holy Land in the city of 

Jerusalem, not in the Jewish quarter, but near the Serai (i. e., the 

government offices), and also just outside the Damascus Gate. 

When they first arrived they were in the very peculiar and char¬ 

acteristic costume of their former country; men habited like 

“Circassians” in long coats, ornamented with rows of pockets 

for cartridges, belted at the waist and extending to the knees, 

with soldierly bearing, strong, independent, and well developed. 

They have to a large extent discarded their peculiarities of 

dress, but still speak among themselves their language, “Geor¬ 

gian.” They are the most hospitable and friendly of all 

the Jewish communities. Closely allied with these are immi¬ 

grants from Daghestan, whom we call usually ATuroU, Jews speak¬ 

ing still another language. They are much fewer in numbers. 

Like the last, they are Russian subjects. 

Another group of Jews under Russian protection have, within 

the last ten years or so, settled in Jerusalem in increasing num¬ 

bers—the Bokhara Jews, from Bokhara and Samarkand in central 

Asia. They are the richest of all communities; and their 

houses, on a hill to the north of the city, are a great advance 

on the miserable hovels which are being erected by other com¬ 

munities. Physically they are a splendidly developed set of 

men, tall and broad, tending as life goes on, to portliness. The 

rabbis dress most becomingly in long gray robes, with rough 

Astrakhan caps, and long close-fitting boots; while the women, 

except those who all too soon have adopted the clothes of the 

land, wear picturesque loose robes of most fantastic hues. Many 

of their houses are furnished with taste, especially in respect of 

carpets. They speak a language of their own, but communicate 

with their brethren of the house of Israel through Hebrew, 

which many speak fluently. 

It is impossible to do more than to mention some of the 

other small communities ^—the Ajame Jews from Persia, speaking 

Persian; the Jews of Orfa and Armenia; Jews from India, 
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Singapore and Straits settlements. China, etc. These all, with 

the Sephardim, go to make up what one may call “ Eastern 

Jews.” 

It remains to say a little about the great group of Ashkenazim 

or western Jews, who form so large a proportion of the Jews of 

the world, and nowadays more than half that of Palestine. They 

are those we come in contact with in northern Europe (Russia, 

Poland, Germany, Austria, France, and England), and in Amer¬ 

ica. Most people when they speak of “Jews” mean Ashken¬ 

azim. In Palestine it is only in the second quarter of the last 

century that they obtained a firm footing;* and it is, more than 

anything else, their “return” during the closing quarter of the 

nineteenth century that has swelled the Jewish population to its 

present dimensions. 

This class all speak a language known as “ Yiddish,” or 

Judeo-German — a language the basis of which is old German, 

but which in every part of Europe receives so many added 

words as to make it almost a distinct dialect. Thus in Poland 

numbers of Polish words are added; in Russia, Russian words, 

etc. Wherever spoken, a large but variable proportion of 

Hebrew is thrown in. Though called German, it differs 

so much in grammatical construction, in pronunciation and in 

vocabulary from modern German as to make it unintelligible, 

when spoken by a Russian or Polish Jew, to most Germans. 

In physique, and even to a large extent in habits of life, the 

Ashkenaz Jew—the product of long years of oppression, pov¬ 

erty, and unsanitary surroundings—is a great contrast to all the 

classes mentioned above. When, however, we would criticise 

him too severely, we must pause to consider that what he is 

“Christian” Europe has made him by long centuries of harass¬ 

ing persecutions. He has been made to “move on” again and 

again; and when he could be moved no farther, he has been 

cribbed up in a narrow “pale ” in which no chance for develop¬ 

ment either of body or of mind has been possible. Under- 

‘They were banished in 1721, and their buildings confiscated. In 1832 they 

were allowed to return, and in 1836 they had their large synagogue restored to 

them—or rather its ruins, from which they built their present large one. 

L 
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sized, anaemic, unwashed, uncombed, he seems to have little 

but his faith; yet through this he triumphs over all circum¬ 

stances. By hundreds, year by year, do the old men creep out 

of the “ pale,” and come to Palestine to spend the few years, or 

months, left to them in study and prayer, and to lay at last their 

weary bones at rest on holy soil. 

Two great sects of Ashkenazim are represented in Jerusalem. 

The orthodox — the Perushim or Pharisees, and the Chassidim, a 

sect which branched off some two hundred years ago, but now 

in tenets not far removed from the original stock. Both are 

extremely strict in the keeping of all Talmudic precepts. They 

are the great opposers of all progress; and, as will be seen, they 

have strong weapons in their hands to fight back the incoming tide. 

Two small groups, isolated from even those they claim as 

brethren, and entirely alien to Christianity and Mohammedan¬ 

ism, must be mentioned before we leave this part of the subject. 

These are the Kareites and the Samaritans, The former, the 

Kareites, form a very small community, living in one block of 

houses in the Jewish quarter. They have been called the 

“ Protestants of Judaism,” and this name may fairly represent 

one aspect of their life. They are treated by the rest of the 

Jews very much as a small community of Protestants amidst a 

great population of ultra-bigoted Roman Catholics would be. 

The sect was founded by Ana ben David in the second half of 

the seventh century, and his idea appears to have been to give a 

different interpretation (though on parallel lines) to all the diffi¬ 

culties of the law from that given in the Talmudic books. Dur¬ 

ing the many centuries since then, their views have much 

changed, and they are said to cling more to the Old Testament 

than to the sacred traditions. Their home is in the Crimea, and 

it is said by some Jewish writers that they are descendants of the 

“ Khozours,” a non-Semitic race which was converted to Juda¬ 

ism. At one time they were much more numerous in Palestine, 

especially at Damascus, where a large cemetery — once theirs — 

is their only memorial. But the Kareites in Jerusalem say that 

some of their grandfathers came from Damascus, as the result 

of a divine intimation to settle in the Holy City. 
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Closely allied in position, but of much more historical inter¬ 

est, is the small and sole surviving community of Samaritans at 

NablUs, the ancient Shechem, They number less than two hun¬ 

dred souls; and, considering the close intermarriage that must 

now go on, it is wonderful that they do not disappear by a pro¬ 

cess of natural extinction. This interesting community cannot 

be more than mentioned here. If they were to receive the atten¬ 

tion they deserve, because of their unique history and customs, 

they would need an article to themselves.® 

From the description already given it will be noticed that the 

Jews of Jerusalem speak many languages and dialects. Judeo- 

German, Judeo-Spanish, and Arabic (in the three quite distinct 

dialects, Syrian, Mughrabin, and Yemin) are the common ones; 

but English, French, German, Russian, Italian, Greek, Turkish, 

Georgian, Persian, as well as languages used in central Asia and 

in India, are all in common daily use in the homes of Jews. 

Among the more educated men, Hebrew is a means of intercom¬ 

munication common to all classes. 

More striking than the differences in language, dress, and 

even social customs (though in the last they have, as I shall 

show later, a wonderful amount in common) is the marvelous 

difference in physical characteristics. It is a thing which has 

not yet received a satisfactory explanation, but there is no doubt 

that all classes of Jews have picked up the main physical char¬ 

acteristics of the people among whom they have long dwelt. In 

whatever dress may be worn, it is possible to pick out the class 

to which the Jew belongs. In general build, in facial features, 

in shape of head, the type has been in every land profoundly 

modified. The typical Semitic type, as seen in the pure Arab, 

is only today seen in the Yemin Jew, where it is marked. The 

Russian Jew and the Russian Christian peasant, the Gourgee 

Jew and the Circassian Mohammedan, the Morocco Jew and the 

Mughrabee Arab, all show undoubted physical resemblances. 

In every case, when the residence has been for many genera¬ 

tions, this modification has occurred. It has been maintained 

® A recent account of their Passover celebration appeared in the Palestine Explora- 

Hon Fund Quarterly Statement, January, igo2. 
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that this is due to intermarriage, and that the boasted purity of 

the Hebrew stock is a myth. This is, I think, a mistake. Inter¬ 

marriage has occurred and does occur. I know at Jerusalem 

some jet-black negro boys who have been bom Jews, their negress 

mothers being proselytes. But there is no evidence that, at any 

rate for many centuries past, any great number of Gentile 

women have desired to renounce their religion and to ally them¬ 

selves with the persecuted and despised race. Rather in food, 

climate, altitude, and general meteorological conditions must we 

look for the influences that have molded these many types. 

II. THE DISTRIBUTION OF THE JEWS. 

There are six great centers of Jews in Palestine: Jaffa, 

Damascus, and the four “holy cities”—Jerusalem, Hebron, 

Safed, and Tiberias. These last two are not so evidently “holy” 

as the cities of biblical history; their sanctity is connected with 

the rise of the Talmud in the case of Tiberias,^ and with ancient 

schools for Talmudic interpretation in the case of Safed. Tibe¬ 

rias was once an “unclean” city, forbidden to the Jews because 

built (it was said) over ancient tombs; but when, after their 

being expelled from Jerusalem, Galilee became the great strong¬ 

hold of orthodox Jews, Tiberias came into prominence. The 

rise of Safed to the position of a “holy city ” is wrapped in mys¬ 

tery. It is not a scripture site; it has no very interesting asso¬ 

ciations; it is not clear why Jews came to choose it, unless, 

perhaps, for its wide outlook over the sea of Galilee and the 

Promised Land. In the sixteenth century, three centuries after 

it was first inhabited by Jews, it became the home of a series of 

great students of the Talmud, who, by means of a printing press, 

widely spread the fame of their seat of learning; and ever since 

it has been a favorite resort of the orthodox, only second in 

sanctity to Jerusalem itself. It is claimed that the Messiah is 

3 The Sanhedrin, after several removes, came to Tiberias about the middle of the 

second century A. D., under the celebrated Rabbi Judah Hakkodesh; and from this 

time Tiberias was the central point of Jewish learning for several centuries. It was 

here that both the Mishna and the Gemara were compiled. Memorials of the Pales¬ 

tine Exploration Fund, Vol. I, p. 417. 
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to rise from the lake of Galilee and raise his victorious standard 

at Safed/ 

In these six cities Jews chiefly congregate. The Damascus 

Jews are a class by themselves. Arabic-speaking, hard-working, 

not over-orthodox or religious, they claim none of the special 

merit of dwellers in the “ Holy Land,” for their city is outside its 

boundaries. Jaffa is the landing place of newcomers, some of 

whom seem to get no farther. It is, too, a great commercial 

center. But to live in Jaffa is not like living in a genuine “holy 

city.” In Hebron, Tiberias, and Safed a large quarter of the 

city is set apart for the Jews; in the last two it is the larger por¬ 

tion, and in every instance it is the poorest and the dirtiest. In 

Jerusalem the Jews spread out on all sides. Formerly they had 

but their own quarter within the city walls, but now they have 

greatly expanded their quarter, extending it far into the Moslem 

district. They have also planted settlements in all directions 

outside the walls of the city. These settlements must not be 

confused with the agricultural colonies. They are simply groups 

of houses built compactly together, and usually constructed 

each by some special society. A settlement manages its own 

affairs by a council of the heads of the community living there. 

The groups of buildings are of various design, the majority 

being of one-storied buildings and arranged with little regard to 

convenience of approach, sanitary conditions, or beauty. 

These settlements extend for over a mile on each side of the 

Jerusalem-Jaffa road, also along the Damascus road, and between 

these two lines. In fact, except on the east side, these “ colo¬ 

nies ” lie all around Jerusalem. They receive fanciful names, 

such as Mdo-Shirem (“the Hundred Gates”), Ohel-Moshe, 

“ Montifioreh ’’ (after Sir Moses Montifiore), etc. 

One particularly poor Jewish settlement, about a mile up the 

Jerusalem-Jaffa road, has largely constructed its buildings out of 

the large tin cans and the wooden casings in which coal oil is 

shipped into Palestine, mainly from Russia; the settlement is, 

therefore, facetiously called by some of us the “ Box Colony.” 

The best laid out settlement is that of the Bokharaleyeh Jews on 

* In the Talmud this city is called Tzephath. 
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a hill to the north of the city. Here the main streets were 

marked out first, and the houses, many of them really well built 

structures of two stories, were added as needed. There are few 

fine buildings which are distinctively Jewish. In Jerusalem there 

is one fine Sephardim synagogue, and there are two large Ash¬ 

kenazim synagogues. There are also two unpretentious Jewish 

hospitals. Outside the walls there is a fine public library; also 

some large school buildings and two hospitals, one of the latter 

built by Rothschild, and the other a really fine, handsome 

structure, known as Shaare-Zedek, on the Jaffa road, and opened 

only last year (1902). Avery large proportion of the Jewish 

dwellings in all the cities are unsanitary, ill ventilated, without 

sunshine, and often even without light. Many of those inside 

the walls of the city are underground and always damp. Large 

families inhabit one single room day and night. The streets in 

such quarters are narrow, ill-paved, and wretchedly filthy. 

Besides those in the large towns there are Jews scattered all 

over the land. Along the coast from Gaza to Beirftt they are 

found in considerable numbers. Much of the business of the' 

country, especially the exporting of grain, is in their hands. Not 

only in towns, but everywhere in the villages, one comes across 

Jews. They may be keepers of the village store, or itinerant 

tailors, cobblers, tinkers, or hawkers who pass from village to 

village supplying the simple needs of the fellahin. Even east of 

the Jordan, among the Bedouins, Jews may be found negotiating 

purchases of grain for Damascus and elsewhere. 

Then, lastly, there are the now not inconsiderable number of 

Jews who within recent years have been settled in the various 

“agricultural colonies” which are located here and there through 

the land. Of these I shall write in a later paper. 

All the Jews in the land are under the jurisdiction of the 

“ Chacham Bashe,” or chief rabbi of Jerusalem, who is appointed 

by the sultan and has the same powers over his fellow-religionists 

as the patriarchs of the various eastern churches have over theirs. 

He is responsible for collecting the taxes and for handing them 

in to the Turkish treasury. He has to settle all disputes between 

his people, and has power to decide all questions of property 
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where only Jews are concerned. Of course, he must be a Turkish 

subject, and so far he has always been a Sephardi Jew; but the 

Ashkenazim, who are now in the majority, have long been trying 

to get one of their number appointed to the post. They have 

their own chief rabbi, but he has no political status. Every com¬ 

munity has its head rabbi, and each large community — for 

instance, Hebron, Tiberias, Safed, and Damascus — has its 

own chief rabbi, who has to be recognized by the Porte before 

he can exercise his powers. To obtain one of these offices in a 

“holy city” is considered a great ambition for a pious Jew. The 

present chief rabbi of Hebron is a student who has spent the 

greater part of half a century in Odessa, and has published many 

large and doubtless learned books ; yet he considers the onerous 

and worrying duties of his position well compensated by the 

honor it confers on his closing years. 

A large proportion of Jews are Turkish subjects, and the 

number of such is increasing. The children of those who them¬ 

selves were born in the country lose their foreign protection 

under ordinary circumstances, and many others forfeit it volun¬ 

tarily by refusing to serve in the army of their native land and 

in other ways. 



PSALM 46: AN INTERPRETATION. 

By Professor Hermann Gunkel, 

University of Berlin, Germany. 

Yahweh^ is our refuge and protection, 

Mighty to help us in our need! 

Therefore we will not tremble, though the earth perish. 

And the mountains tumble into the sea; 

Though the waters roar and surge high. 

Though the mountains are shaken by their proud strength. 

Yahweh Sabaoth is with us. 

Our stronghold is Jacob's God!' 

The stream with its branches makes glad the city of God, 

The holiest of the dwellings of the Most High. 

Yahweh is in the midst of her, she is not in danger, 

Yahweh will help her, when the morning daivns. 

Nations shouted, kingdoms were shaken; 

He gave command, then the earth trembled. 

Yahweh Sabaoth is with us. 

Our stronghold is Jacob's God! 

Come and see the works of Yahweh, 

He has done wonderful things on the earth ! 

He makes wars to cease the world over. 

He breaks the bows, and blunts the spears. 

He bums the shields^ with fire. 

Cease, and know that I am Yahweh, 

High among the nations, high on earth. 

Yahweh Sabaoth is with us. 

Our stronghold is Jacob's God ! 

* In this and other places the author of this psalm wrote “ Yahweh; ” but at a later 

time this word was replaced by the Jews with the word “God,” to avoid the use of the 

most holy name. 

’ The refrain must be supplied in this place, for the sake of the symmetry of the 
strophes. 

3This is the reading of the Septuagint instead of the Hebrew “chariots.” 

28 
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This psalm is a hymn of the last things; its colors are taken 

from the grand final world-drama, about which the great prophets 

wrote, and in which Judaism also believed. 

With majestic words of faith and unshaken confidence the 

psalm begins. Terrible troubles—says the old prophecy—shall 

come over the earth in the last days; there shall be dreadful 

throes to usher in the new age, an earthquake which shall destroy 

the very foundations of the earth. The highest things shall be 

thrown down, the mountains shall tumble into the sea. But in 

all these catastrophes and convulsions which come upon the 

universe we are to have no fear. God will be our refuge in the 

general destruction. Yahweh—thus runs the joyous hymn of 

the congregation — from times of old our refuge and protection 

in all troubles, remains faithful to us even then. 

One day — this was foretold — another flood will come over 

the earth {cj. the prophetic passages, Isa. \y : 12-14 I Jer. 47:2; 

et al^. As in the time of chaos before the creation the proud 

surging waters of the primeval ocean covered the earth {cf. Job 

38:11) till Yahweh’s command drove them into the depth (f/! 

Psa. 104:6 ff.), so, in the same way, at the end of time, the ocean 

will revolt against Yahweh’s creation ; roaring and surging the 

waters will come on; as they advance the mountains will shake 

because of their proud strength. But the hymn of Zion’s con¬ 

gregation will ring out against the raging sea: 

Yahweh Sabaoth is with us, 
Our stronghold is Jacob’s God ! 

As in the first deluge the ark of Noah outrode the waters, so 

will Yahweh’s people be saved on Mount Zion. Yahweh Sabaoth 

is the name of the God of Moses’ Ark of the Covenant, as well 

as of the God of the Temple on Mount Zion. In his name the 

congregation rebukes the wild waters; against Mount Zion the 

new chaos will be dashed to pieces. 

While the first strophe takes us back to the time when the day 

of woe is approaching, the second strophe describes the bringing 

in of the new world and Yahweh’s victory. Some say—thus ran 

the prophecy — Paradise, which was snatched away from men, 

shall be established again upon the earth. Then the stream of 
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Paradise, with its four branches (about which the old legend tells 

us) will again pour forth its living waters. The congregation of 

Zion had accepted these hopes, and believed that, to the honor 

and glory of Zion and the true God, Paradise would reappear at 

Jerusalem. The psalm foretells this in mystical words. With 

the destructive waters of blasphemy he contrasts the blissful 

stream of God ; then a river with its branches will make glad the 

city of God; pure joy and delight will reign wherever it flows. 

Thus the poet alludes to the name of paradise, " Garden of Eden ” 

(bliss). And so Jerusalem is declared to be the true City of God, 

the holiest of the dwellings of the Most High, the seat of God 

himself.^ Therefore let us not fear ! God will not give up his 

holy dwelling to his enemies. God’s help appears when the 

morning dawns. In these words we hear an echo also of the 

primeval age; in the primitive chaos the water and the darkness 

existed together {cf. Gen. 1:2). And so at the end of time night 

will return. But when the darkness is deepest, in the last watch 

of the night, God will come as the morning dawns {^cf. Isa. 17:14). 

The new light of the coming day will shine upon the grand work 

of Yahweh. 

And once more the poet strikingly contrasts the day of woe and 

the works of Yahweh. He introduces a new element of escha¬ 

tology, which has now become familiar to us ; a devastating war 

will sweep over the Holy Land, the north will pour out its masses 

of people, but before Zion the uproar shall cease {cf. Isa. 17:12- 

14). Nations and kingdoms shall break forth against God’s 

people. Then Yahweh’s thundering voice shall be heard. His 

mighty words of command shall cause the earth to tremble. 

Thus is faith proved, and trust shown to be no illusion. 

Yahweh Sabaoth is with us, 

Our stronghold is Jacob’s God! 

While the first strophe expresses the hope of Yahweh’s triumph¬ 

ant coming, and the second tells of his advent, the third describes 

the joyful accomplishment of his victory. Yahweh’s work is done! 

The crisis is past! The waters have disappeared, the nations are 

4 A detailed justification of this interpretation of the river may be seen in Gunkel, 

Commentary on Genesis, 2d ed., pp. 30 ff. 
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conquered. Men who lived and shuddered while God performed 

his astounding deeds, must now look upon Yahweh’s works as 

finished. When he wrought those deeds nobody was permitted 

to watch him. God’s work does not admit a spectator. Now 

that he has wrought his victory, come from Zion and look at the 

field strewn with dead bodies, which he has caused. Now all 

weapons are gone; the bones are broken, the points of the spears 

are blunted, the shields are burned. Never again upon the earth 

shall arms be lifted. Thus, with one mighty blow, Yahweh creates 

everlasting peace. 

This hope for peace at the close of the present world-era 

belongs also to the prophetic thought of the future [cf. Isa. 2:2 ff.; 

li:6ff.). This hope, too, is of mythic origin: at one time, in 

the “ golden age,” God’s peace is said to have been among men 

and animals. Now begins Yahweh’s glorious reign. From all 

that possibly might be said about it, the psalmist seizes upon 

these words with which Yahweh proclaims his ascension to the 

throne: “Cease your hostility,” he commands all the nations, 

referring to their warfare against Zion ; “ Know who I am ! I am 

called Yahweh.” In this name of Yahweh the poet in his enthu¬ 

siasm sums up the triumphant power of God. Says Yahweh, “I 

am the highest Lord of all nations, king and God of the universe.” 

And now for a third time sounds the refrain of the congrega¬ 

tion, inspired by this sublime picture, 

Yahweh is with us, 

He is the God who helps and shields us ! 

This psalm is usually interpreted as referring to some specific 

historical event at some stage of Israel’s past history. But such 

an interpretation is too limited and shallow. The words receive 

their full meaning only when made to refer to the great messianic 

consummation of the present world-era. It contains a wonderful 

expression of the trust of the chosen people, and shows what 

immense enthusiasm lay in their messianic hope. To Germans 

this psalm is especially dear, because it suggested to Luther that 

splendid hymn : “ Ein feste Burg ist unser Gott.” 



THE LATE PROFESSOR TIELE. 

By Rev. Louis H. Jordan, B.D., 

Oxford, England. 

Cornelius Petrus Tiele was born near Leiden on December 

i6, 1830. His studies, general and professional, were pursued 

at Amsterdam. Early deciding to enter the ministry of the 

Dutch Remonstrant church, he eventually became a pastor, and 

filled with great acceptance several pulpits to which he was suc¬ 

cessively called. How many of those who now eagerly read 

his books are aware that he has also printed several volumes of 

sermons ? Were their knowledge wider, they would secure these 

publications likewise, and they would be amply rewarded. But 

in 1877 Dr. Tiele confronted the great turning-point of his life. 

He was invited to give up the pulpit for a university chair; and, 

with mingled hesitation and gladness, he decided to answer in 

the affirmative. He never, indeed, separated himself from the 

work which he deliberately chose at the beginning. On the 

contrary, when he died, he was a professor (and the president) 

of the Remonstrant Seminary in Leiden; and he had long acted 

as a sort of bishop in Holland in the interest of the Remonstrant 

church. Nor did his critical studies contrive in any degree to 

lessen his loyalty of attachment to the Christian faith; rather 

did they perceptibly increase it. But henceforth all the outcome 

of his strength was devoted to his students. Resigning his 

charge at Rotterdam in the year already named, he was appointed 

a professor of theology in the University of Leiden ; and in that 

little northern city he cheerfully spent the remainder of his 

strenuous, fruitful life. 

The chair which Dr. Tiele filled for nearly a quarter of a 

century, and to which his rare learning lent such exceptional 

distinction, was that of the history and philosophy of religion. 

It was in the latter department, in particular, that his industry 

and influence have achieved so much. The history of religion 
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must needs, of course, first be studied; and, in this connection. 

Professor Tiele was an unwearied and most successful explorer. 
But in the more difficult task of framing a rationale of the whole, 

and of reaching safe and verifiable generalizations, he had few 

(if any) equals. It goes without saying that, twenty-five years 

ago, such investigations as he embarked upon were not viewed 
with any special favor. Even today, the voice of the* objector 

may sometimes be heard. It is contended that religion is a 

domain too sacred, alike in itself and in its associations, to tol¬ 

erate the intrusion of the purely scientific inquirer. His methods 
are too drastic and his temper too cold. Thus it was in effect 
held, by a strange obscurantism, that a man’s religion (of all 

things!) was to be received en bloc, and was not to be too closely 

scrutinized. Happily all this is now changed ; and, with frank¬ 

ness let it be stated, no country has done more to bring this 
result to pass than Holland has done, and no Dutch professor 

has contributed so much effective help as Professor Tiele. To 

him is due, in no small measure, that official act of the govern¬ 

ment which has made the Dutch universities foremost today in 
Europe among the expositors of a scientific theology; and it 
was he also who, by his patient, reasonable, and reverent meth¬ 

ods of investigation, vindicated the right of religion to take her 

place as youngest daughter among the sciences. He has demon¬ 
strated, what others have tentatively maintained, that no man 
who knows only one religion can be said to know even one ,* and 

that the Christian religion in particular may be entirely mis¬ 

judged by its adherents, unless they have compared and con¬ 
trasted it with other religions. It will then be discovered that 
it has much more in common with its predecessors and con¬ 

temporaries than most men have ever dreamed of; but that it 

exhibits, also, points and domains of divergence which have a 
significance of the very highest moment. And then, with the 
highly trained skill of an expert, Professor Tiele proceeded 

deftly to unfold the meaning of those numerous subtle factors 

of consciousness which God has graciously implanted in all 
mankind. 

Professor Tiele has now been taken from us; and one cannot 

L 
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but recall, in the presence of this bereavement, the unexpected 

death a few months earlier of another diligent worker in this field. 

Of late there has been manifest a disposition to minimize unduly 

the outcome and the permanency of Professor Max Muller’s 

labors; but the force of this reaction is already largely spent. 

It is true that Max Muller’s conclusions, like Hegel’s, were much 

too often'governed by his philosophical point of view; but, due 

allowance being made for this defect, it is undoubtedly a very 

valuable legacy that he has bequeathed to us. The Oxford pro¬ 

fessor’s name is just as certain to live and be revered, during 

coming generations, as is that of his confrere at Leiden. The two 

men were friends, and knew how to appreciate the quality of 

each other’s patient investigations. Their spheres were different, 

and so it mattered less that in equipment they themselves were 

different. The Oxford savant undertook the work of a pioneer, 

and he successfully attained the goal he had in view. No doubt 

he aimed at doing much more than this, nor did he wholly fail 

in his larger quest; but his real achievement was one which his 

felicitous speech and his representative position fitted him very 

admirably to accomplish. Dr. Tiele, on the other hand, ap¬ 

proached his task with that greater seriousness and singleness 

of purpose which was the natural outcome of his temperament 

and training. He addressed himself, for the most part, to an 

entirely different audience. He, too, was a singularly graceful 

writer, but he made no special endeavor to catch the popular 

ear. His comprehensive knowledge and accuracy were simply 

marvelous; but, while he always had a vast accumulation of 

facts ready at his command, he never seemed to lose control of 

them, or to become perplexed amid their varying implications. 

At the bar of his judgment, every jot and tittle of evidence was 

certain to receive its full quota of value. Moreover, his under¬ 

standing of the more subtle and subjective elements in the prob¬ 

lem was invariably sympathetic and profound. Hence his work 

will endure and preserve its vitality, while much that his Oxford 

contemporary has written is doomed to be outgrown and for¬ 

gotten. 

Of the permanent issues of this laborious and fruitful life. 
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only a summary statement can here be presented. Let it be pre¬ 

mised that the impulse which Dr. Tiele has given to the scien¬ 

tific study of religion will not be interrupted even by his death ; 

indeed, through the attention which that event has directed 

toward his chosen field of work, the original momentum has 

rather been increased. One cannot but regret that certain pro¬ 

jects of the professor can never now be realized; his silent 

unfinished manuscripts, many of them being in the form of con¬ 

densed and fragmentary notes, remind us of how irremediable 

must remain our loss. Possibly some of his latest work has been 

carried forward to such a stage that we may yet receive one or 

more volumes from the press ; but in any case it is to be hoped 

that the best of his furtive sketches (which were very numerous 

indeed) may shortly be collected and collated, and then issued 

under the title of essays, in some convenient and popular form. 

When, however, we turn to the completed writings of this 

powerful and stimulating thinker, whose works are almost as 

familiar in France and Germany as they are in Holland, we have 

every reason to be grateful that his life was spared so long. The 

volume which first made him known to English-speaking students 

was his Outlines of the History of Religion, a translation of which 

appeared in 1877. The book has passed through half a dozen 

editions in this dress, and is still selling well, but it has been 

practically superseded. Dr. Tiele spoke sometimes rather bit¬ 

terly of his attempt to alter or suppress this English version, 

seeing that in certain particulars it no longer voiced his convic¬ 

tions; but, his efforts proving futile, he succeeded in having 

prepared a new and completely revised edition of it. This work 

has appeared in German, through the co-operation of Rev. 

Nathan Soderblom — until recently pastor of the Swedish con¬ 

gregation in Paris, but now professor of the history of religion 

in the University of Upsala; and it contains many entirely new 

contributions from the pen of Dr. Tiele. Long prior, however, 

to the publication of the Outlines—viz., in 1864, when the writer 

was only thirty years of age — there appeared his De Godsdienst 

von Zarathustra, the high merit of which was at once perceived 

and acknowledged. Next must be mentioned his Comparative 
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History of the Anoient Religions of Egypt and the Semitic Peoples, or, 

as it is entitled in the English edition, Comparative History of the 

Egyptian and Mesopotamian {^Hamitic and Semitic') Religions. Under 

“ Mesopotamian Religion ” he proposed to include studies, 

respectively, of Babylonian-Assyrian, Phoenician, and Israelitish 

religions. This was truly a Herculean task, and I am not sure 

that it has been possible for the author to complete it to his own 

satisfaction ; but it is a work of the very highest value. In 1882 

there appeared in English that section of it (now, unfortunately, 

out of print) which deals with the religion of Egypt; and it is 

not too much to say that students find it still indispensable, 

although thirty years have passed since it was written. Then we 

have his History of Religion in Ancient Times, i. e., down to the 

days of Alexander the Great. The beliefs of the Egyptians, 

Babylonians, Assyrians, and Persians are all passed in review, 

and with most skilful incisiveness. The first volume was issued 

some years ago, and Part I of Vol. II followed in due course; it 

is matter for sincere congratulation that Part II of the second 

volume was completed and sent to press not many months ago.' 

It was the last serious bit of work to which Dr. Tiele put his 

hand; and in a private note to the writer, when alluding to its 

approaching appearance, he says: "Vol. II, which treats of the 

Zarathustrian religion, will be a work complete in itself, and will 

be found more full than Vol. I. Mr. Nariman, a Parsee scholar, 

is translating it into English on behalf of his fellow-countrymen 

in that distant land." And so, by a curiously circuitous route, a 

book, written in Leiden, comes back to Europe by the way of 

India; just as the Sanskrit Scriptures were some years ago 

translated and sent to the Hindus by way of Oxford. In both 

cases, it will be noted, the medium of interpretation selected was 

our world-wide English tongue! This work contains Dr. Tide’s 

final conclusions concerning Zoroaster and his complex religious 

teachings—a study which the professor never wholly aban¬ 

doned since the day on which there appeared his earlier publica¬ 

tion of 1864, to which reference has already been made. 

Another book remains to be mentioned, and it is perhaps the 

masterpiece, viz., the Elements of the Science of Religion. This work 
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appeared in two volumes, and comprises the two series of Gifford 

Lectures, which were delivered in Scotland in 1896 and 1897. 

The author, with characteristic modesty, says in his preface that 

“it is intended to serve as an introduction to the science of 

religion, and not as a hand-book of the subject; ” but we have 

here a truly monumental piece of scholarship, and no one who 

pretends to be abreast of contemporary studies in religion can 

afford to leave it unread. It contains the results of Dr. Tiele’s 

fullest and latest researches. In that magnificent article on 

“Religion” which he contributed to the ninth edition of the 

Encyclopedia Britannica — ample in length, and yet so marvel¬ 

ously compact — we have the foundation of the structure which 

the Gifford Lectures have so grandly brought into view. This 

is not a surmise merely, but a supposition of which Dr. Tiele has 

quite frankly admitted the truth, as regards more particularly the 

earlier series of the lectures. His various other books show him 

to be a patient and successful student — tirelessly collecting, 

comparing, and classifying the multifarious phenomena with 

which he had to do; but here we see him as the master, skil¬ 

fully interpreting these phenomena, and unfolding the laws 

which account for their origin, persistency, and progeny. 

\To be concluded in the next number^ 



THE NEED OF A NEW APOLOGETIC: FROM THE 

POINT OF VIEW OF PRACTICAL THEOLOGY. 

By Rev. William P. Merrill, 

Pastor Sixth Presbyterian Church, Chicago. 

The chief concern of the church and ministry of any age must 

be evangelization; not in the narrow sense in which that word has 

become tied to a certain set of theological notions, and certain 

methods of appeal. But the work of church and ministry must 

be so to present Christ and his gospel, in the message of the pulpit 

and in the life of the church, as to attract the greatest num¬ 

ber, and win their most hearty allegiance. The power of the 

Christian church, its very right to exist, depend upon its con¬ 

viction that in Christianity there is something of supreme value, 

not to be found elsewhere. Every sermon should offer that. 

Every church in its life and work should bear testimony to that. 

This is the practical point of view. From that point of view, 

do we need a new apologetic? In the message we ministers 

deliver, in the silent appeal of the church’s life, is there need of 

a stronger presentation of the meaning of Christianity to the 

individual life and to the progress of society? The answer will 

depend on what we think as to the further question: Is the 

church at present attracting all the men and women it should, 

and winning from them all the enthusiasm it should have ? My 

opinion is that it is a long way from doing this. To my mind the 

most serious religious problem of today is in the fact that the church 

is a factor of lessening importance in the lives of good people— 

morally good, helpfully good, aggressively good people. And 

the greatest need is such a presentation of Christianity as shall 

make it the chief object in the hearts of such people. 

I know that that statement is open to debate. I have made 

it before and have been earnestly opposed. But more thought 

confirms my opinion that it is true. Of course, I know that some 

surface indications are the other way; church membership has 
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grown five times as fast as the population of the country, 

benevolence four times as fast as the country’s wealth, and all 

that. But this is more than a matter of figures. It is a ques¬ 

tion of the place of the gospel and the church in the hearts of 

leading men and women, leading in ethical standards, in helpful 

activity, in thought. And I believe that there is an increasing 

number of such leading men and women whose membership in the 

church is not the chief thing to them, means little if any more 

to them than their membership in the art institute, or the 

orchestral association, or the women’s clubs. 

A talk some months ago with a leader in the church was 

very suggestive to me. He said that in his judgment, society 

was getting purer and better, the social conscience was much 

stronger, but personal religion seemed dying out. “ My father,” 

said he, ‘‘used every morning to retire to a little room and 

spend at least half an hour in prayer and meditation. I lately 

visited my brother. He is a good man, is more sensitive to 

ethical considerations and more alive to public duties, I think, 

than even my father was; but he never takes time for private 

prayer, and, though a member of the church, seldom attends its 

worship.” I asked him what was to become of the church in 

case this development went on. He thought it must take a 

place of lessening importance. He seemed to feel that this 

would not make a great difference, so long as the world was get¬ 

ting practically and morally better. I cannot share this feeling. 

I believe the greatest loss an individual can experience is the 

loss of personal religion, the meeting of his spirit with God’s 

Spirit; and the greatest loss in society would be the loss of 

organized religion, the worship and the work of the church. 

And so I believe we need urgently some way by which we may 

win back the first place for Christianityi not simply for Christian 

ethics, but for the Christian religion. 

There are many ways in which such a practical apologetic is 

needed. Let me mention three, dealing with salvation, the 

spiritual life, and the social value of the church. Greater clearness 

and power in these would insure greater results in evangeliza¬ 

tion. We need, first, to show that salvation is something defi- 
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nite, practical, and vital; second, to show that the spiritual life 

is real, is vitally connected with Christ and his gospel, and is 

sane, not mystic or occult; and third, to show that the church 

has a function of supreme importance in society. 

I cannot attempt to suggest how these needs may be met. I 

am not a specialist in theology, psychology, or sociology. But 

I know from my own working experience as a minister that 

these needs exist. Believing in Christ and his gospel as the 

supreme thing for individual and society, wishing to present him 

so as to win men, seeing the very ones who ought to crown him 

their king indifferent to him, I feel that I need some way of 

making clear and attractive to them these vital matters of salva¬ 

tion, the spiritual life, and the social value of the church. 

The first need is to show that salvation is something definite, 

practical, and vital. I use the word “salvation” in a loose 

sense, to denote that which is offered in the gospel, that which 

we present to men in our preaching. The man who has 

“accepted Christ,” the man who “is a Christian” has something. 

What is it ? 

Here we break down. Of ten preaphers, probably five would 

give different answers, and the other five would have no answer 

to make. I read a paper lately on the question : “ What is Sal¬ 

vation ? ” and of the dozen men present, only one agreed in 

general with my view, and no two of the others were agreed at 

all. Yet we were all men whose business it was to preach and 

to offer salvation through Christ to men. Is there, in Christ¬ 

ianity, something definite, practical, and of first importance 

which a man can find there, and cannot find elsewhere ? In 

the confusion of the answer is the secret of the powerlessness 

of our evangelistic work. What use is it to urge a thoughtful 

man to come to Christ for salvation, when, if he should come to 

» the preacher and ask, “ Just what is this salvation, just what do 

I secure when I become a Christian ? ” he could get no intel¬ 

ligible answer ? 

The great evangelists of the past had no such uncertainty. 

To those who listened to Edwards and Finney, salvation meant 

deliverance from hell, from fire as merciless and as real as 
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that which rained from Mount Pelee. But that idea of salva¬ 

tion has no power now. It is a simple fact that the word 

“hell” once found its principal use in sermons, but now it is 

used most frequently in the columns of jokes in the papers. 

Do you clear the matter up by saying that salvation is 

“ from sin ? ” That sounds better, but what does it mean ? 

That the Christian is always moral, and the unbeliever always 

immoral ? The facts are against such a statement. That the 

Christian is not counted as a sinner in the sight of God ? That 

does not appeal to the ethically sensitive man of today, who 

cares little what he is counted, and everything for what he is. 

Do you make the matter much clearer when you say that salva¬ 

tion means “ character ? ” Can you put any sharp strong mean¬ 

ing into that ? Has it any vital connection with the person and 

work of Christ, and the truth of his gospel, and with faith in 

Him ? Is the preaching of the gospel anything more than the 

teaching of ethics ? If so, what ? Shall we fly with Dr. McCon¬ 

nell to the theory of conditional immortality ? Shall we find 

the answer in the life of fellowship with God ? 

These questions may indicate the deeply felt need of a new 

statement here, a conception of salvation definite enough, prac¬ 

tical enough, vitally important enough, to attract to Christ those 

before whom it is set. I believe many besides myself are wait¬ 

ing for the man who can give that question, “ What is Salva¬ 

tion ? ” not a final answer (for that is impossible), but the 

answer we need in and for our own time. 

The second great need is a clear statement about the whole 

matter of the spiritual life. Here is the very core of Christ¬ 

ianity as we apprehend it today. We differ in our creeds, but 

evangelical Christians are agreed as to the reality and import¬ 

ance of the spiritual life. We are turning more and more from 

the legal, formal presentations of Christianity to the vital and 

spiritual. The Holy Spirit, the indwelling Christ, fellowship 

with God — these and like phrases are used in this day as 

never before. One of the first things in amending the con¬ 

fession of faith of the Presbyterian church was to insert a 

chapter on " The Holy Spirit,” and the spiritual life. Our 
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fathers left that out. To us it is the heart of Christianity, 

The line of poetry most quoted now I believe is Tennyson’s 

“ Speak to Him, thou, for He hears, and Spirit with Spirit 

can meet.” 

We rejoice in this. It is a transfer of emphasis from 

theology to religion. It is a help toward an answer to that 

first question : “ What is Salvation ? ” For we feel that an 

answer in terms of spiritual life will be more true and appealing 

than one in terms of circumstance here or hereafter. 

Yet here too is not the strong, keen-sighted apologist 

needed ? He must discriminate against counterfeits, loose, 

unworthy notions of spiritual life. Occult and mystic systems 

abound. It is needful to heed John’s exhortation, and “ try 

the spirits whether they be from God, for many false spirits 

are come into the world.” There is danger that the thought¬ 

less will mistake personal emotion for the Spirit of God, 

There is danger that the thoughtful, the man we most want 

to reach, will confound the spiritual experience of the Christ¬ 

ian with these forms of mysticism and pantheism. There 

have always been those who have held that the spirit of 

man is an emanation from the Spirit of God. There is dan¬ 

ger that cool, sensible men and women will come to think 

that the Spirit of God is simply an emanation from the spirit 

of man, that all the experiences of the spiritual life of the 

Christian, whether in the negro convert, or in Augustine and 

Paul, are but psychical phenomena, explainable by the laws of 

mental science. 

That there is a difference some of us certainly believe. 

And if there is a difference, it can be and should be stated. 

My spiritual life is communion with another Person than 

myself. Moses’s fellowship with God was something more than 

Thomson Jay Hudson would make of it — passages between 

his subjective and objective mind. That psychical processes 

are used, that much can be explained and brought under 

natural law, we are all confident. Yet we need clear statement 

and proof that the spiritual life of the Christian is a reality, 

that another Spirit than his own is concerned in it ; and we 
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need clear discrimination between all forms of occultism and 

mysticism, and the sane, normal Christian experience of fellow¬ 

ship with God. 

The third need is perhaps the greatest and most apparent 

—to make clear that the church has a function in society, a 

part of supreme importance to play in human progress and well¬ 

being. 

If there is such indifference to Christ and his gospel as I 

have indicated, is not much of it due to the feeling that the 

church, while of some value for historic associations, and helpful 

in the culture of the spiritual life, is not playing a part of first 

importance in society; that it has a value along with art, and 

music, and pure literature ? If men and women feel in that way, 

it is not strange that they belong to the church as to a club, 

with little more enthusiasm, and with no thought of consecra¬ 

tion. What could better rouse their enthusiasm for the church 

than to show that it has a great object and mission, vital to the 

interests of society ? 

I need not remind you that many are criticising the church 

severely as useless, as having lost the spirit of brotherhood, as 

indifferent to working people, as unable to thrive in the 

slums and to make an impression there ; as dead to the urgent 

social questions of the day, and following rather than leading in 

needed reforms. I am not indorsing these statements; I think 

they are not wholly fair. The man who says the sole busine.ss 

of the church is to convert the individual lives that compose 

society, is as near the truth as the man who would have the 

church merely a Christian socialism sanctioned by religion. 

Yet there is no doubt that if the church could in some way show 

by acts and life that it has a definite and immensely important 

social mission, that it is the best instrument of social helpful¬ 

ness, and most of all to the poorest and weakest, if it could 

show itself the chief of all forces making for better and happier 

living, it would win the allegiance of many who now are indiffer¬ 

ent, or antagonistic, to it. 

But we need to have the way pointed out. I believe most of 

the ministers of today realize the seriousness of this question. 
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and are praying for light. 1 believe the church is not indiffer¬ 

ent to the masses, but only uncertain. It realizes its failure to 

reach those most in need more bitterly than do the masses 

themselves, or the critics of the church. But it waits to know 

what to do, what path to take. Are the settlements pointing 

out to us the true way, and is the Institutional Church the right 

response to make to the need ? Is something more radical 

necessary, a Protestant order of St. Francis vowed to poverty 

and service of the poor, serving in a new spirit and form of 

consecration ? Professor Harnack hints that this is needed, 

that missionaries and mission workers should take the tenth 

chapter of Matthew as their rule of life. Do we find the right 

guides in the ministers who are going to factories and other great 

business centers, and there preaching to the workingmen and 

reaching them personally ? Is Dr. Strong the true prophet, and 

does he point out what is truly to be the “ next great awaken¬ 

ing” ? This at least is clear to us that the ministry and the 

church must be consecrated as never before to real social ser¬ 

vice ; there must be less following Christ for selfish reasons, and 

more taking up of the cross. But who will show us the way ? 

I believe the heart of the church would gladly respond to the 

right call. And I believe the world would respond to such a 

ministry. Bishop Winnington Ingram, of London, is the greatest 

living apologist in this line. By his work, by his sacrifices, he 

has found great influence, not only in winning the masses, but 

in winning the cultured, the indifferent, because they see in him 

the representative of a Christianity that is a social force. The 

church must become, not in name, but in fact, the greatest 

brotherhood on earth, the greatest instrument for truth, 

righteousness, and love in society. That will best commend 

Christ and his gospel to a world keenly alive to social condi- 

' tions ethically sensitive, and indifferent to religion largely 

because organized religion seems dragging behind rather than 

leading, in the effort to realize the brotherhood of man. 

Among the leaders of religious and ethical thought today 

there are two strong parties, which do not see, from the 

point of view of practical theology, any need for a new apolo- 
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getic. To each of them the message the pulpit should proclaim, 

and the path the church should take, are perfectly clear. On 

the one side are those who feel that all we need do is to stop 

preaching theology and begin to teach ethics ; to enthrone 

Jesus the Carpenter and Social Reformer rather than Christ the 

Savior of the soul ; and to make our churches less a means of 

worship and more a means of social service. On the other side 

are those who tell us that social service is apart from the true 

mission of the church, that all we need is to stop relying on 

methods and organization and sociology, to preach the “ Old 

Gospel,” to call men to come to the Savior, and to pray for the 

” power of the Holy Spirit.” 

But many of us feel that the path is clear to each of these 

only because each is blind to some of the difficulties in the way. 

With the first, we feel that the church should be the greatest 

power for social progress, for brotherhood, and it is our earnest 

desire to know how to make it such. Yet, with the second, we 

feel that Christianity is more than a social order, that the 

supreme thing in it is God’s life awakening the soul’s life. We do 

need to preach the “Old Gospel,” only let us be sure that 

it is indeed old—not simply middle-aged. Without the gospel of 

Christ all the ethics, the teachings, the attempts at brotherhood 

are but the corpse of Christianity, not its living self. Yet with¬ 

out the social activity, the brotherhood, our gospel preaching is 

but the disembodied spirit of Christianity. What we want is the 

spirit of Christianity, the spirit 6f Jesus, the spirit that was in 

the apostles, so embodied in social helpfulness that the world 

shall see and feel it to be the mightiest of known forces, and so 

shall honor it. And we long and pray for the men who shall 

have sufficient wisdom, both spiritual and practical, to show us 

the way. 



COMPARATIVE TRANSLATION: HEBREWS 12:11. 

A STUDY IN MODERNIZING THE ENGLISH BIBLE.* 

rEacra fiiv muSeca irpoi fiiv to irapov ov BoKti ^apat clvai dAXa Xwrrji, 

varepov 8t Kapirov elpriviKov rois St’ avryt ycyvp.i'ao’pcvoit aTroSiSwo’tv SiKaio- 

trwT/s. — Westcott-Hort Greek Text, 1881. 

Now no chastening for the present seemeth to be joyous, but 
grievous: nevertheless, afterward it yieldeth the peaceable fruit of 
righteousness unto them which are exercised thereby. 

— Authorized Version, 1611. 

All chastening seemeth for the present to be not joyous, but griev¬ 
ous: yet afterward it yieldeth peaceable fruit unto them that have 
been exercised thereby, even the fruit of righteousness. 

— Revised Version (British Edition), i88t. 

— Revised Version (American Standard Edition), /got. 

Of course no discipline is pleasant at the time; on the contrary, it 
is painful. But afterwards it produces, as its fruit, a righteous life 
that brings peace to those who have been trained under it. 

— Twentieth Century New Testament, /got. 

Yet all correction for the present seems not to be a pleasure, but a 
grief; although afterwards it returns a pleasant fruit of righteous¬ 
ness to those disciplined through it. 

—Fenton, New Testament in Modern English, igoi. 

'It is interesting, and helpful to the understanding of the Bible, if one compares 

with the original text and with each other the several English versions, including 

those recent works which aim to give a translation into strictly “modem English.” 

The distinction of the thought itself from the language in which it is expressed, and 

the reclothing of the thought in one’s own language, assist one to grasp clearly the 

biblical idea. To illustrate this, the Biblical World during the year will present 

in each number one New Testament or Old Testament passage, (i) as it stands in 

the original Greek or Hebrew text, (2) as translated in the Authorized Version and in 

the British and American Standard Editions of the Revised Version, (3) as translated 

in the best “modern English” versions, and (4) in a translation of the editors, which 

will seek to express the idea as one would now express it if the idea was quite new 

and he wished to tell it to someone else. 
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For the moment, indeed, all chastening seems to be matter not of 

joy but of sorrow; yet afterwards it yields peaceable fruit to those 

who have been trained by it, fruit of uprightness. 
—Moffatt, Historical New Testament, igoi. 

Now chastisement of every kind, while it continues, is not easy, 

but hard to bear; but, when it has been endured, it produces the 

blessed results of purity and peace in those who have been subjected 

to it. —Messages of the Bible, igoo. 

No discipline for the time being seems to be pleasant. On the 

contrary it is painful. But afterwards it yields peaceable fruit to those 

who have been trained by it, that is, the fruit of goodness. 
—Ballentine, Modern American Bible, igot. 

The troubles that come to us seem at the time unnecessary and 

hard to bear; nevertheless, there is real blessing in them, for in God’s 

providence they make us stronger, better, happier, and more useful. 

—Biblical World. 



SOME PRINCIPLES OF METHOD AND THE BIBLE 

SCHOOL LESSON. 

By Professor George W. Pease, 

Bible Normal College, Hartford, Conn. 

Every art is based upon a science or group of sciences. Thus 

medicine is based upon the science of physiology, and many of the 

household and industrial arts upon the science of chemistry. Beneath 

the art of teaching there is also a science—the science of mind, 

psychology. If the teaching process is to be productive of the best 

results, with the least expenditure of time and energy on the part of 

teacher and pupil, the psychological processes in the act of learning 

must be known to the teacher, and the laws governing those processes 

followed by the teacher. 

Learning is the matching of ideas, the new with the old ; hence 

teaching, which is the presentative aspect of learning, is that process 

whereby the pupil is stimulated and guided to the matching of ideas, 

the new in the presented lesson material with the old of his mental 

content. Knowledge implies relationships; the mind may be full of 

isolated facts received through the senses, but until the relating activ¬ 

ity of the mind associates those facts into properly related units, we 

cannot say that we know. This relating of the elements of our mental 

content gives meaning to that content, and enables us to understand 

somewhat of the significance of those things with which we are 

impressed through the senses. A complicated piece of mechanism, 

like a modern cylinder printing-press, means nothing to one who, 

although with a clear mental picture of each part of the machine, has 

no picture of those parts as a related whole. 

When a new impression comes to the mind, it must find a place 

among the many elements of that mind in order to be understood ; if 

it does not find such a place, it remains as an isolated fact; and, not 

being wrought into the mental structure, it is of little or no value. 

But sometimes an idea is thus lost simply because the conditions for 

properly placing it in relationship with other ideas were not present at 

the time of its reception. If, then, we wish to insure the reception and 

understanding of an idea when presented, we must see to it that the 
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proper mental conditions are present. The securing of these condi¬ 

tions is the first step in the teaching process — the preparation of the 

mind of the pupil for the reception of the new ideas. This step 

involves the bringing into the mind those ideas, already a part of the 

pupil’s mental content, which shall relate with the new and thus make 

possible the reception and interpretation of that new. It is a sort of 

“clearing the deck for action ”; a thrusting out of consciousness of 

the many ideas which have no relationship to the new lesson, and 

bringing into consciousness those ideas which are most clearly related 

to the selected lesson material. Such a preparation also creates inter¬ 

est in what is to follow, and interest is one of the essentials of the suc¬ 

cessful issue of the teaching process. 

The first part of this preparatory step is the statement of the aim 

of the lesson. This aim should be as definite and as attractive as pos¬ 

sible, so as to arouse an interest in the lesson. By thus knowing the 

aim of the lesson at the very beginning of the teaching period, the 

pupil is stimulated to put forth his best effort because he knows what 

is to be gained. Upon the value of such an aim Dr. Rein says : 

The pupil should know beforehand what is coming, if he is to bring all 
his powers to bear upon the work of learning. . . . To conduct a child along 
an unknown road, toward an unknown object by means of questions and 
hints, the purpose of which he does not see, to lead him on imperceptibly to 
an unknown goal, has the disadvantage that it develops neither a spontane¬ 
ous mental activity nor a clear insight into the subject. 

This statement of the aim should be followed by a series of ques¬ 

tions intended to bring to consciousness so much of the pupil’s mental 

content as may be necessary for the quick and thorough grasping of 

the new. 

Having thus prepared the mind, the next step is the presentation 

of the material of the new lesson. This new lesson must contain both 

new and old elements, for the absolutely new, which can find no point 

of contact, no association with the old, cannot be understood. In 

religious instruction the new will contain a universal truth in a particu¬ 

lar form. And, furthermore, the new lesson must be presented as a 

related whole, the presentation following the pedagogic order, i. e., 

that order which would be the natural order for the mind to take in 

seeking to grasp the details of the subject. In this presentation the 

rapidity of the process will be determined by the readiness of the pupil 

to grasp the elements of the new lesson; if the various stages are 

unfolded too rapidly, assimilation will not take place; if too slowly. 
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interest will be lost, attention being turned to other things. The whole 

mind must be engaged and so thoroughly engaged that the attention 

is absorbed in the subject. 

The new lesson-unity may thus be received and understood ; but 

unless it is a type-subject, i. e., a particular case in which the elements 

of the general stand out with great clearness and vividness, it will be 

more deeply impressed if it is associated with other similar perceptions 

or groups of ideas already a part of the pupil’s mental content. This 

step, association, is included in the teaching process only in those cases 

where such similar experiences may be found useful in thus clarifying 

or strengthening the new experience. 

But let us analyze a little further the learning process. The child, 

upon entering this world, meets chaos; chaos in himself, the inner 

world, and in nature, the outer world. But he at once begins to 

observe and to group the results of such observation into classes, or 

generals, which he holds in mind by means of symbols—words. This 

for him is the beginning of order ; this is the process of mental develop¬ 

ment, thinking things into classes, generals, universals. These 

generalizations or universals give worth to knowledge; for the 

particular is limited in its application, while the general, made up of 

the essentials from many particulars, is unlimited or universal in its 

application. The difference between a particular and a universal is 

like the difference between a rule and a principle: the one guides 

conduct only under certain fixed conditions, the other is a guide to 

conduct without regard to conditions. In religious instruction, then, the 

aim should be to give to the pupil those fixed principles of life and 

conduct which shall guide him into right living and be applicable to 

the varying conditions of an active and ever-changing life. In the 

teaching process the generalization from the presented particulars is 

the fourth step. The pupils should not be left to make their own 

generalizations; for, if this is done, in many cases the mental process 

will end with the mere grasping of the new particulars. On the other 

hand, the teacher should not generalize for the pupil; for, if this is 

done, the universal, not being the result of the pupil’s own mental 

activity, is only dimly seen and lightly held. The true teacher will 

stimulate and guide the pupil to make his own generalization, thus 

insuring a strong and clear grasp of the principle involved in the 

presented lesson-unity. This step should end with a definite state¬ 

ment of the principle in the pupil’s own words ; after such a statement, 

which indicates a clear grasp of the principle, the teacher may suggest 
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modifications looking to greater clearness or brevity of form. It is 

just at this point that we can introduce the so-called “ golden text ” or 

memory verse, which is supposed to present, in a literary form worthy 

of memorizing, the truth or principle involved in the lesson. 

The teaching process, so far as the mere acquisition of knowledge 

is concerned, is now complete; but there is one more step to be taken 

to give value and permanency to our work. The saying that 

“knowledge is power” is only partly true; to be wholly true requires 

that our knowledge be a permanent possession and that it be ready at 

command. The teaching process, then, is not complete until these 

two conditions are assured. This desired result can be secured only 

by applying the newly discovered principle to new problems presented 

to the mind. This fifth and last step is thus deductive; it tests our 

knowledge, gives quickness and tact in the use of such knowledge, and 

tends to enlarge our view of the principle as we see it applied to new 

cases. Such applicatory use of our knowledge also tends to fix it more 

firmly in mind, and to make it a power ready at hand for immediate 

use. 

To summarize: We have five steps of method — preparation, 

presentation, association, generalization, and application. Where the 

lesson-unity is a type, the third step may be omitted and the generali¬ 

zation made direct from the one concrete case presented. 

Two lesson outlines, one for junior grade and one for senior grade, 

may help to make clear the teaching process as outlined above. 

Lesson Title: “Paul a Prisoner at Jerusalem.” 

(Acts 22 :17-29.) 

Sec. I, vss. 17-23 : sec. 2, vss. 24-29. The two sections a lesson-unity. 

Aim.—There are some things which are hard and disagreeable to do,and 

others which are easy and pleasant to do. Our lesson today will tell us what 
things we must always do, whether they are hard or easy, pleasant or 
unpleasant. 

sec. I. 

Preparation.—Did you ever see a great crowd ? (Let children describe.) 
Were the people quiet and orderly ? Did anyone make any trouble ? Who 
were there to see that the people kept in order ? If anyone made trouble 
what would the policemen do ? Where would they take the one making 
trouble ? What would be done with that one then ? (Kept for trial.) If he 
was guilty of doing wrong, what would be done to him ? If he was not 
guilty, what would be done ? The first part of our story today tells of a man 
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who was arrested. We shall see why he was arrested, and what was done to 

him. 

Presentation.—The story may be drawn from the children by a series of 

questions, if the lesson has been previously studied at home. 

Present the story in the following detail: 

1. Introductory—short review: (a) Paul’s journeys, (fi) Paul’s work — 

preaching. 

2. The feast at Jerusalem, (a) The crowds in the temple. (^) Paul 

among them, seen by the people, (o) The great disturbance. The people 

shout and accuse him. They try to pull him out of the temple courts. They 

want to kill him. (tl) The soldiers take Paul to the castle, (e) Paul’s speech 

from the steps. Tells about his conversion. The vision at Jerusalem. 

God’s command, "Go preach about Jesus.’’ (Emphasize this.) (/) The 

people again raise a disturbance and Paul is taken inside the castle. 

SEC. II. 

Preparation.—Do policemen ever arrest the wrong man ? Who finds out 

whether the arrested man is guilty or not ? How does he find out ? 

Presentation.—The second part of our story tells what was done to Paul, 

Present the story in the following detail: 

1. Paul before the captain, (a) Commanded to be whipped to find if he 

was guilty of any wrong doing, (d) Paul’s Roman citizenship saves him. 

2. Paul in prison awaiting trial, (a) Happy — he knew he had done 

right. (^) the vision of encouragement (see Acts 23 : 11). 

(Review the story, connecting the two sections and bringing out clearly 

the essential elements. This review may be by questions, or one of the 

class may repeat the story while the others listen, to correct him if neces¬ 

sary.) 

Association.—We have here a case of a man who was doing what he 

believed to be right and yet who suffered for it. Do you know of similar 

cases today ? How about the men and women of the Salvation Army ? Are 

they doing what they think to be right ? How have they been treated at 

times ? Did Paul stop preaching about Jesus ? But he was imprisoned ? 

Has the Salvation Army stopped preaching ? But it has been stoned and 

otherwise ill-treated. What quality is required in anyone to do as Paul did ? 

To do as the Salvation Army men and women are doing ? (courage). In 

what did Paul and these other Christians show their courage? (right 

doing). 

Generalization.—What brought Paul into trouble ? Who told him to 

preach about Jesus to the gentiles ? (vs. 21). Was Paul then doing right? 

Did he know he might get into trouble ? (see Acts 21:11-13: this will have 

been previously taught). What did he say he would be willing to do for 

Jesus’sake? Yes, even to die for him. You have said that Paul was a 

courageous, brave man. In what did he show his courage? Yes, in right 
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doing. Do you think Paul was ever afraid to do right ? Then whenever 
this story conies to mind we shall remember its chief thought as courage or 
fearlessness in right doing. There is a verse in the Bible which has a 
similar thought: “ Blessed is he that doeth righteousness at all times" (Ps 
io6:3). “ Blessed ” means “ happy.” If we want to be happy or blessed as 
Paul was, what must we always do? Yes, and this is a lesson we all need to 
learn: Be fearless in right doing. The memory verse will help us to keep 
it in mind. 

Application.—Is it always easy to do right ? Have you ever been afraid 
to do right ? Suppose your companions wanted you to do something you 
thought to be wrong. They dared you to do it. They said you were afraid 
and began to laugh at you. What, then, would you need ? Have you ever 
found it hard to do right ? Have you ever made it hard for anyone else to 
do right ? What is our memory verse again ? 

Lesson Title; "Parable of the Laborers in the Vineyard." 

(Matt. 20 : 1-16.) 

Aim.—A warning to workers in the Lord’s vineyard is hidden away in 
this parable. Let us see what it is. 

Truth (to be developed).—The commercial spirit of the world has no 
place in the kingdom of heaven. 

THE laborers IN THE KINGDOM. 

Introduction (preparation). 

1. The rich young ruler incident, (a) The ruler’s choice. (^) Jesus’ 
statement concerning riches. 

2. Peter’s question occasioned by the incident, (a) Its implications. 
(^) Its answer by Jesus—this answer a promise, but also contains — 

3. Jesus’ warning note — our parable. 

Text Development (presentation). 

matter. METHOD. 

Note that the whole parable is a picture of 
one aspect of the kingdom of heaven. Ques¬ 
tion as to the various times of hiring. Why 
were not all hired at the same time? Is there 
any fault implied here ? What agreement was 
made with the first hired workers? Was this 
agreement satisfactory ? What agreement 
was made with the other workers? Was it 
satisfactory to them ? 

I. Hiring the workers. 
a. The time of hiring. 

b. The agreement as to 
wages. 
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2. Paying the workers. 

a. Each man receives 

the same. 

b. Justness of payment 

questioned. 

3. Silencing the murmurers. 

a. The agreement kept. 

b. The spirit of the mur¬ 

murers condemned. 

Question as to the payment. What was each 

paid ? What was the probable effect on the 

third, sixth, ninth, and eleventh hour workers ? 

What was the effect upon the first-called 

workers ? Why did they murmur ? Was any 

injustice done ? Let us see. What was the 

agreement ? Was it a fair and satisfactory 

one to all concerned ? Were they satisfied at 

the start ? Why, then, did they murmur ? 

Because the others received more in proportion 

to their time of work. 

Question as to the way in which the master 

dealt with the murmurers. What was the 

agreement ? Had it been kept ? What were 

the murmurers compelled to admit finally ? 

What was the condemnation of the master ? 

Upon what ground was this condemnation 

made ? 

Generalization.— Of what is the parable a picture ? Whom do the 

laborers represent ? Who is the Master ? What spirit did the laborers in 

the parable show ? If this same spirit is shown by the laborers in the king¬ 

dom today, what will it meet at the hand of the Master ? What should be 

our motive in working for the kingdom ? What should be our attitude 

toward others and their rewards. What place have rewards ? Read in 

Matt. 25:31 ff. to show the spirit which should animate every worker in the 

kingdom. 

Application.—Tell the story of Captain Hobson at Santiago, or that of 

Father Damien among the lepers. Did the commercial spirit, the spirit of 

exact return for service rendered, animate them ? Examination of our 

own motives as workers in the kingdom. What is our relation to God ? 

What is our relation to the work and its rewards ? What is our attitude to 

the work and rewards of others ? 

Review.— Briefly review the outline, emphasizing the condemnation of 

the commercial spirit in the parable, which was intended to represent the 

kingdom of heaven. The parable does not necessarily condemn such a 

spirit in the commercial or industrial worlds. 

Close.—Are we saying with Peter: “What then shall we have ? ”? Are 

we selling our labor, or are we throwing ourselves heart and soul into the 

work, regardless of the reward, and regardless of the rewards to others, 

leaving the future to God ? Do we rejoice in the advancement of the king¬ 

dom, or are we envious of the seemingly large returns to our fellow laborers? 

“Work ! full trusting in the justice of the Lord : 

Work 1 and leave to Him the question of reward.” 



i^otes aiiTi (©pinions. 

One Method of Dealing with Biblical Difficulties. 

In the Sunday School Times for November 22, 1902, a subscriber 

asks as to how Rahab, whose house was on the wall of Jericho, was 

saved when the walls of the city fell down. The reply is worthy of 

quotation in full; 

Perhaps the house of Rahab was preserved, and its portion of the wall was 

left above the ruins, while the clay wall about it crumbled. God could have 

ordered it to be so, even while the walls as a protection against outsiders 

were practically destroyed. We are not obliged to suppose from the Bible 

narrative, or from any reasonable view of the case, that every portion of the 

wall in ruins was on the same level. Yet, on the other hand, if God chose to 

do so, Rahab and her family may have been lifted in the air and protected 

there while the wall fell. We are not to say or to know just how God pre¬ 

serves his dear ones when he lovingly purposes such protection. It is enough 

for us to be sure of his love and his power. 

We are somewhat uncertain just whether this reply is intended to 

be taken seriously, or as a puncturing of excessive curiosity. For our 

part we cannot help feeling that the question is a fair one for anyone 

who attempts the exposition of the story of the fall of Jericho. The 

matter of the method of Rahab’s salvation in itself may be of small sig¬ 

nificance, but it is vitally connected with the historicity of the story as 

a whole, and is just the sort of difficulty the defense of the Bible must 

meet. In any case, is it a fair presentation of the supernatural element 

of the Bible to suggest that God, if he had chosen, could have lifted 

Rahab into the air while certain events took place ? 

Historical versus Philosophical Treatment of the New Testament. 

In the Expository Times of November, 1902, Rev. W. Morgan 

reviews at length the recent book of Principal Fairbairn entitled The 

Philosophy of the Christian Religion. In his review he endeavors to 

show how the entire treatment of Principal Fairbairn is colored by a 

philosophy which makes it impossible for him to appreciate the actual 

historical data of the New Testament. Especially does he criticise 

Principal Fairbairn’s position that the Christian religion was not due 
to the direct influence of the historical Christ, but to the interpreta¬ 

tion of his person begun in his own self-witness and completed by the 
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apostles. Mr. Morgan maintains that doctrine is not the creative 

ground of experience, but its product, and says very truly: 

When Peter made his memorable confession at Caesarea Philippi, he was but 

uttering what Jesus had been to him during the years of their companion¬ 

ship, along doubtless with the thought that what He had been to him He 

might be to others also. Jesus had kindled in Peter’s heart the light of a 

new ideal, lifted his life to a new elevation, and brought him into a new rela¬ 

tion to God. Reflecting on this, and on the hope it opened for the world, the 

disciple could think of no idea so adequate to express the Master’s signifi¬ 

cance as the idea of Messiahship. What made him a Christian was not the 

fact that he had come to apprehend something of Christ’s world-significance 

—his apprehension was after all of the most rudimentary character; but the 

fact that, through contact with Christ, faith, hope and love had been born 

within him. 

Here is a distinction that is vital. The messianic concept is undoubt¬ 

edly an interpretative norm used by the New Testament when speak¬ 

ing of Jesus. But, according to their conception, he had done no char¬ 

acteristically messianic work. That was still in the future. The fact, 

therefore, that he should have been given a messianic importance is a 

striking testimony to the impression made by his own personality, a 

testimony that becomes even stronger when one recalls that Jesus' 

himself does not seem to have forced the messianic interpretation of 

himself upon his disciples. The case stands therefore thus: a philos¬ 

ophy of the Christian religion must start, not with what the disciples 

thought about Christ, but with the facts in his character which 

compelled them to think thus about him. The messianic concept 

which they applied to him may be, and in many particulars is, a 

matter of archaeology for modern times; but the personality which 

compelled the messianic interpretation can never become less than it 

was to the apostles. And about this personality must the christo- 

logical teaching of Christianity center. 

Miracles Once More. 

It is no unimportant fact in today’s theological thought that the 

matter of miracles seems as interesting as ever. The question now 

under discussion, however, is less one of the possibility of their having 

occurred than as to how they could have occurred. Thus Professor 

Sanday in the Expository Times of November, 1902, in a paper read at 

the Church Congress at Northampton, states distinctly the evidence, 

which to his mind is conclusive, that certain things which were con¬ 

sidered miracles by the New Testament writers actually occurred. His 
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chief concern is, therefore, not with the a priori possibility of these 

events, but with the rationale of miracles. This he finds in the 

supreme life which was in Jesus. In other words, it is the personality 

of Jesus which accounts for miracles. Professor Nicholson in the 

Methodist Review Yox]i) of November-December, 1902, takes a 

somewhat similar view, arguing that the miracles of Jesus were a 

prominent part of the revelation of God made by Him, and were the 

expression of Himself as the revelation of the infinite personal power 

behind the universe. Mr. Garvie, in the Expositor for November, in 

the main agrees that the “function of miracles” was revelatory rather 

than merely evidential. 

In such an attitude as this we see one of the constructive effects of 

the synoptic criticism. We are beginning to walk on firm ground so 

far as events themselves are concerned, and are endeavoring to dis¬ 

cover how a scientific age would have treated of these events. As yet, 

however, even a treatment like this by Professor Sanday slips rather 

rhetorically over some difficulties. Are there, for instance, to be no 

distinctions drawn between the several miracles of the Bible along 

critical or a priori lines ? Professor Sanday does not discuss how the 

acceptance of miracles as wrought by Jesus would have a bearing upon 

the acceptance of the miracles of the Old Testament, although he 

vaguely hints at the problem when he says that “ if we keep in mind 

the broad considerations that I have stated we shall not trouble much, 

and I do not think that it is wise to trouble too much, about the details 

of particular miracles that we cannot weave exactly into our own 

scheme.” The discriminating attitude thus hinted at might very well 

serve for the basis of another paper by the distinguished author, and we 

should be interested to see how the principle “ that the central point 

in the Old Testament revelation, whether God is a living God ” can be 

utilized for apologetic treatment of the miraculous element in, let us 

say, the book of Judges. And after all, may not the key to the matter 

be in a proper definition of “miracle” as a term of interpretation? 

Justification by Faith. 

The new study of Paulinism is adducing striking evidence of the 

correctness of the older interpretations of the apostle’s thought. A 

recent example'of this corroboration is the article by Professor Wal¬ 

lace, of Victoria University, Toronto, in the Methodist Review, (New 

York), November-December, 1902. Under the title “Objective and 

Subjective ” he discusses the relation of StKaioo-vn; to StKaiWis. He 
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decides correctly that SiKaKxrvvr) indicates the result of the gracious act 

of SiKttiWis in the objective sense of pardon ; that is, Sikokktvvtj is 

the right relation of God in which the divine act of justification 

introduces the sinner. When, however. Professor Wallace comes to 

the relation of faith to justification, he is not quite so accurate. 

Although he says correctly that in the Pauline thought faith is not 

the ground but the condition of the forensically conceived state in 

which a man is guiltless, he is inclined to lose his grasp upon the 

historical situation. Paul uses the word “faith,” not in the theo¬ 

logical sense of self-renunciation and self-commitment to Jesus 

Christ for salvation, but in the very specific historical sense of belief 

in the announcement that God has raised Jesus from the dead, e., 

the acceptance of Jesus as the Christ. This, of course, involves vari¬ 

ous moral acts, and may itself be treated as a moral act; but it 

should not be generalized into a spiritual state. According to Paul 

a man after accepting Jesus is treated by God as a member of the 

kingdom. Of this the believer is certain from his having received 

the Holy Spirit. Obviously, therefore, any recipient of the Spirit was 

sure of a SiKaiWis at the approaching messianic judgment. The 

justification of this acquittal as far as God is concerned, however, 

according to Paul, does not lie in the moral quality of faith, but 

in the death of the Messiah. 



c:i)e (ttouncU of 3ebentg. 

THE DATE OF THE CONVENTION, AND OTHER FACTS. 

THE DATE. 

The exact date for the Convention called by the Council of 

Seventy has been fixed by the General Committee. It is Tuesday, 

Wednesday, and Thursday, February 10-12, 1903. The plan of the 

Convention as tentatively arranged provides for six sessions. The first is 

to be a general public meeting on Tuesday evening, followed by morn¬ 

ing, afternoon, and evening sessions on Wednesday, and morning and 

afternoon sessions on Thursday. The Convention will be held in one 

or more of Chicago’s largest churches, and the meetings will be open 

to the public, so that persons who are not official members of the Con¬ 

vention may be present at its deliberations. 

INTEREST IN THE CONVENTION. 

The Council movement for religious and moral education has 

met with a remarkably cordial reception. Interest in and enthusiasm 

for the movement are spreading with the greatest rapidity. The 

Council is already in correspondence with more than a thousand of 

the leading thinkers and workers in this most important field of edu¬ 

cation. The Publicity Committee, although very busy in extending 

the information concerning the new movement, has not been able to 

supply all the information that has been sought. The entire list of 

signers of the Call has become in a real sense a committee of publicity, 

to extend the knowledge of the movement, to arouse thought and dis¬ 

cussion upon these themes, and to enlist co operation for the undertak¬ 

ing. The invitation extended in the Call for the Convention to all 

interested persons to communicate with the Council concerning it 

has brought hundreds of letters, showing that ministers, educators, 

and religious workers everywhere appreciate what the movement 

means. There is a most satisfactory recognition that the field described 

in the Call needs the attention and the effort which is proposed for it. 

More than twenty-five of the leading religious papers have given 

it adequate notice and cordial indorsement. The reasonableness and 
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the necessity of the movement have seemed obvious. Leading offi¬ 

cers in many of the organizations and institutions already at work in 

the field of religious and moral education have expressed their con¬ 

viction that this step is required by the existing conditions. It has 

been said by not a few of the most eminent men of the country that 

the movement is the most important religious movement of recent 

years. 

ORGANIZATION OF THE NEW MOVEMENT. 

Much thought and discussion have been directed to the nature of 

the organization to be established. There seems to be a general 

agreement that the organization should take some such shape as was 

described in the Call, and that the best general model on which to 

construct it is the National Educational Association. This eminent 

organization has developed its constitution by an experience of more 

than thirty years, and is now one of the most influential bodies in the 

country. Following its method, the new organization might consist 

of a large and indeed practically unlimited number of persons engaged 

in all kinds of religious and moral education, membership to be open 

to all such on the payment of a small annual fee, the fees so raised to 

become a sustaining fund for carrying on the work of the organization. 

Then inside of this large organization there would probably be created 

a Standing Committee, or Board of Direction, of a limited number, 

who should have the special direction of the work of the whole organi¬ 

zation. It is desirable that all who are interested in the kind of organi¬ 

zation to be formed should give thought to the problems of the 

constitution and the by-laws. 

PROGRAM OF THE CONVENTION. 

The Program Committee has drafted a program for the sessions of 

the Convention which, it is believed, will be most satisfactory to all. 

It will arouse enthusiasm for the movement, make clear t^ 'deas for 

which the new organization should stand, and lead up in the most 

effective way to the great business session at which the organization 

itself will be established. There is no doubt that the program will 

present a larger number of the most eminent men in the field of 

religious education than any recent convention has been able to pres¬ 

ent. It is expected that an announcement of the program, including 

the speakers, will be made in Official Document No. 2, to be published 

about the middle of January. 

L 
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MEMBERSHIP OF THE CONVENTION, 

The Invitation Committee has been active in its efforts to discover 

the best method of inviting persons to sit in the Convention. The 

Members and Associate Members of the Council of Seventy are, as 

provided in the Call, ex-officio members of the Convention. It is the 

judgment also of the Invitation Committee that all of the signers to 

the Call, as printed in Document No. i, should be invited to sit in the 

Convention. The committee has not yet been able to determine how 

many more persons can be invited, but in all probability there will be 

an opportunity for several hundred more without making the Con¬ 

vention too large to do its work successfully. Persons who wish to 

attend the Convention are invited to communicate with the Recorder 

of the Council (Professor C. W. Votaw, the University of Chicago). 

Applicants for seats in the Convention will be listed and considered by 

the committee in the order in which their names are received. It is 

greatly to be desired that all the associations and institutions which are 

engaged in the work for which the movement stands, shall be propor¬ 

tionately represented. These bodies may perhaps be grouped under 

five heads: (i) universities, colleges, and theological seminaries; 

(2) church and Sunday-school organizations, both general and local; 

(3) public and private schools ; (4) Young People’s Religious Asso¬ 

ciations and Societies of all kinds; (5) various organizations, such as 

Ministerial Associations, Library Associations, Mothers’ Clubs, etc. 

All of these agencies, or nearly all, are now represented in the printed 

list of signers of the Call; but it is hoped that a still larger representa¬ 

tion can be given them. 

HOW to assist the movement. 

For those who desire to assist in the promotion of the movement 

we make the following suggestions as to how this can best be done: 

(i) knowledge of the movement can be extended by private conversa¬ 

tion, and by private correspondence; ( 2) by written statements 

regarding it prepared for and sent to the religious press, and to local 

papers; (3) by announcements and explanations of the movement 

given from the pulpit, or in other public ways ; (4) by presenting the 

subject at ministerial associations and denominational clubs, Sunday- 

school conventions, and all kinds of religious meetings where the 

matter would be of interest; (5) by sending to the Recorder of the 

Council the names and addresses of carefully selected persons who 

will appreciate the movement, and will be both able and willing to 
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promote it; (6) by reporting the progress of the movement in the 

state or district of your residence, and by sending to us clippings from 

the papers concerning it; (7) by making specific suggestions to us as 

to how the movement can best be carried forward, and as to how the 

organization can best be constructed to accomplish its important work. 

A SUITABLE NAME. 

Suggestions are in order as to a suitable name which the new 

organization may bear. This name should consist of as few words 

as possible, but words which will clearly characterize the organization 

in its scope and purpose. 

THE ANNUAL MEETING OF THE COUNCIL. 

The Senate of the Council of Seventy has voted that the annual 

meeting of the Council shall be held just before the Convention, 

namely, upon Tuesday morning and Tuesday afternoon of February 

10. This meeting of the Council of Seventy will be of special 

importance, as there are new members of the Council to be elected, 

important reports to be made, special undertakings to be considered, 

and vital actions to be taken with reference to the meeting of the 

Convention which is immediately to follow. It is hoped, therefore, that 

the entire Council, both Active Members and Associate Members, will 

be able to be present at these sessions of the Council. 
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Two BOOKS of unusual importance have just made their appear¬ 
ance in Germany, of which we shall certainly hear much in the coming 
months. They are Die Religion des Judentums im neutestamentlichen 
Zeitalter, by Professor W. Bousset, of the University of Gottingen, 
and Die Mission und Ausbreitung des Christentums in den ersten drei 
Jahrhunderten, by Professor Adolf Harnack, of the University of 
Berlin. 

The Sultan has reversed his previous decision to allow the Ameri¬ 
can archaeologist, Mr. Banks, to make researches at Tell Abraham, in 
Mesopotamia, alleging that the site chosen is sacred ground and can¬ 
not therefore be disturbed. The decision seems to be final; if so, 
the keenest disappointment will be felt by all interested in early bibli¬ 
cal history, as important discoveries were likely to result from the 
proposed excavations. 

A PHOTOGRAPH and diagram of the finest rock-cut olive or wine 
press in the neighborhood of Jerusalem, that in the property known 
as “Abraham’s Vineyard,” was given by Mr. Macalister in the October 
Quarterly Statement ol the Palestine Exploration Fund, with description 
and measurements. It is conjectured that some of the vats may be as 
old as the Roman period, to which time probably belongs also the large 
columbarium near by, and which is such a rarity in the vicinity of 
Jerusalem. 

The important literary treasures which were recently removed from 
the Jami and Kebir mosques of Damascus, and which were presented 
to the emperor of Germany by the Sultan, are to be transferred soon 
from Constantinople, where they are in the care of the German ambas¬ 
sador, to the Berlin museum, their permanent resting-place. It will 
be remembered that the most interesting manuscript in this collection 
is a very early translation of a portion of the Pauline epistles into 
early Syriac. 

The proposal of Dr. Bliss to identify the city at Tell Sandahannah 
with the Mareshah of the Old Testament (= Marisa, Maresa, or Mareisa 
of the LXX, I and 2 Maccabees, and Josephus), the home of the 
prophet Micah, is believed to have been confirmed by the discovery of 
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an inscription in a tomb in the necropolis of the site by Dr. John P. 

Peters, of New York city, and Dr. H. Tiersch, who visited the place 

together. They are of the opinion that further investigation of this 

Tell should be made. 

Dr. Selah Merrill, American consul at Jerusalem, writes under 

recent date that cholera is raging in the Western part of Palestine, 

along the Mediterranean coast. A ten-days’ quarantine against Jaffa 

is in force to protect Jerusalem from the plague, and there was reason 

for hope that as the cool weather came on the cholera would abate. 

So far there had been no spread of the disease into the interior towns, 

and the climax of the plague seemed to have been reached. The 

infection was brought in from Egypt. 

Professor Gustav Dalman, of the University of Leipzig, whose 

highly valuable work Die Worte Jesu has recently been translated into 

English, and who is one of the ablest Talmudic scholars in the univer- 

versities of Germany, has resigned his chair to take up a permanent 

residence in Jerusalem as the head of the newly organized German 

society for archaeological research in the Holy Land. It is hoped that 

the friendly relations between the German emperor and the Sultan 

may secure special privileges to Dr. Dalman, whereby he may make 

investigations that have hitherto been forbidden to scholars. 

The most complete and valuable library of Egyptology to be found 

in America has now been established at Cornell University, under the 
direction of Professor Nathaniel Schmidt, Ph.D., who will conduct 

such courses in Egyptological study as to make the best use of the new 
acquisition. The library was that of Professor August Eisenlohr, of 

Heidelberg University, and was one of the best in Europe. Its pur¬ 

chase for Cornell was made possible by the generosity of Mr. Abra¬ 
ham, of Brooklyn, N. Y. The collection contains, among many other 
interesting things, certain rare and important Ethiopic and Coptic 

manuscripts of the Psalter. 

The elaborate and able theological quarterly known as the Presby¬ 
terian and Reformed Review is to undergo this month a change of title, 
appearing as the Princeton Theological Review. It has hitherto been 

conducted by Professor B. B. Warfield, of Princeton; now it is to be 

“under the editorial care of the faculty of Princeton Theological Semi¬ 
nary.” This scarcely means a change of editorial policy, as the maga¬ 

zine has already been a consistent and thoroughgoing exponent of 

what we may call Princetonism. The new name, however, is appro- 
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priate, because the Review represents but one school of interpretation 

in the Presbyterian denomination, namely, the ultra-conservative. 

In the Quarterly Statement of the Palestine Exploration Fund for 

October Sir C. W, Wilson continues his able discussion of the site of 

Golgotha and the Holy Sepulcher, taking up the three main arguments 

for the traditional locality: (1) that Golgotha and the Tomb were 

objects of reverence, or at least of interest, to the Christians from the 

date of Jesus’ resurrection until the time of Constantine; (2) that the 

tradition with regard to their position was continuous throughout that 

period ; and (3) that the ground now occupied by the Church of the 

Holy Sepulcher was outside the second wall. He goes carefully over 

the history of Jerusalem from the crucifixion until after the destruction 

of the cijty by Titus, and finds no ground even in the effects of that 

catastrophe for thinking that the site became unknown to the Chris¬ 

tians. 

It is with special pleasure that we note the election of Professor 

Henry Churchill King, D.D., to the presidency of Oberlin College, to 

succeed the late Rev. John Henry Barrows, D.D. Professor King is 

a graduate of Oberlin, having completed his course in the college in 

1879, and in the Theological Seminary in 1882. The next two years 

he spent in postgraduate studies at Harvard and Berlin Universities. 

In 1884 he was elected to the professorship of mathematics, and in 1890 

to the professorship of philosophy at the same institution. In 1897, 

when ex-President Fairchild retired, Professor King became the pro¬ 

fessor of Theology in Oberlin Theological Seminary. He has had 

pre-eminent success as a teacher, and has been identified with Oberlin 

in almost every advance that the institution has made of late years. 

No one is so well acquainted with the needs and the conditions, as well 

as the successes and the possibilities, of Oberlin. His two recent 
books. Reconstruction in Theology, and Theology and the Social Con¬ 

sciousness, have created a wide public interest in him and his work. 

We congratulate Oberlin, therefore, upon her choice of a president, 

and believe that the future will amply justify the step which has been 
taken. 



HebietDS. 

Primitive Semitic Religion To-Day : A Record of Researches, 
Discoveries, and Studies in Syria, Palestine, and the Sinaitic 
Peninsula. By Samuel Ives Curtiss, Ph.D., D.D., Professor 
of Old Testament Literature and Inter,nretation, Chicago 
Theological Seminary. Chicago: F. H. Revell Co., 1902. 
Pp. 288. $2, net. 

Professor Curtiss did not undertake the investigations recorded in 

this volume until he had completed twenty years of work as an inter¬ 

preter of the Old Testament. He was therefore fully prepared to 

enter sympathetically and enthusiastically into every avenue of research 

that would illumine the obscurities of his chosen department. He did 

not go to the Orient merely as a sightseer, but as an observer and a 

close student of the life of to-day. He utilized to the best advantage 

generous friends who had been long familiar with the peoples and 

lands of Palestine and Syria. He gathered facts from many reliably 

sources respecting the religious customs and practices of the different 

tribes and races who occupy these lands to-day. 

One of the important elements in his investigations was an abun¬ 

dance of time. Professor Curtiss spent fourteen months continuously, 

beginning July, 1898, in carefully traveling over the territory, and 

studying with some degree of thoroughness local religious rites and 

customs. Again in the summers of 1900 and 1901 he made further 

tours either into new sections of the country, or into those formerly 

visited in order to re-examine some points. All these tours were made 

for a specific purpose, viz., to ascertain whether in the religious cus¬ 

toms of the present day there are any traces of the primitive religion 

such as is seen among the peoples of the Old Testament and con¬ 

temporaneous nations. 

The material of the book is broken into nineteen chapters and six 

appendices, with a seventh appendix by Dr. William Hayes Ward, on 

“ Altars and Sacrifices in the Primitive Art of Babylonia.” Of the 

nineteen chapters, thirteen contain carefully classified results on spe¬ 

cial themes. The names of these themes will partially indicate the 

scope of the investigations. These are : “ Conceptions of God,” 

“ Local Divinities,” “ Deified Men,” “ Physical Relation of Man to 
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God,” “ Moral Relation of Man to God,” “ High Places and Sacred 

Shrines,” “ Priests and ‘ Holy Men’,” “Vows and Annual Festivals,” 

“Institution of Sacrifice,” “Use of Blood,” “Redemption and ‘Burst¬ 

ing Forth of Blood’,” “Significance of Sacrifice,” and “ Place of Sac¬ 

rifice.” 

The author undertook investigation on each of these points with a 

knowledge of the work that had been done, and the opinions that had 

been advanced. Robertson Smith’s Religion of the Semites seems to 

have held the field and dictated the positions on most of these themes. 

But some of Smith’s conclusions were reached either through inade¬ 

quate or imperfect reports of customs current in the East, or through 

theories not supported by a better knowledge of the facts. Professor 

Curtiss made it his business to collect the facts, and to classify them 

for the use of Semitic students. Theories for explaining these facts 

are quite aside from his purpose. 

It is manifestly impossible to take up and review these themes 

seriatim. Each one is replete with new facts of such a nature as to 

add great interest to its study. Some of the most interesting facts are 

those relative to “ local divinities,” “ deified men,” “high places and 

sacred shrines,” and the whole group of themes pertaining to sacrifice. 

Of these, that on “the use of blood” contains the most surprises. 

“The facts with respect to the use of blood are more numerous than in 

regard to any other religious usage among the Semites” (p. 182). 

Professor Curtiss was especially fortunate in being an eye-witness of 

several remarkable ceremonies where blood was used in a religious 

sense, often with a significance suggestive of the requirements set 

before the Hebrews in the Old Testament. Again, the author states 

that he went to Palestine fully persuaded that the sacrificial meal, as 

held by Robertson Smith, was the oldest form of sacrifice (p. 218). 

But three summers’ investigation, and the facts discovered that pertain 

to the “ institution of sacrifice,” “ the use of blood,” and “ redemp¬ 

tion,” first shook his faith in that view, then, by the abundance of facts, 

persuaded him of the incorrectness of Smith’s position. Indeed, “the 

significance of sacrifice ” has become so clearly manifest through his 

investigations that it can scarcely be anything else than a substitu¬ 

tionary idea. Doughty’s researches in Arabia also bear out this 

opinion. Professor Curtiss says : “ The reader may well imagine my 

sensations on the first great interview which I had in Syria with the 

servant of the ‘ Chair,’ when he announced, ‘ Every house must have 

its death ’ ” (p. 225). “ Other expressions are found for the same idea 
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of vicarious sacrifice, as ‘ head for head,’ ‘ spirit for spirit,’ where the 

head of an animal, or its spirit, is said to take the place of the man, 

woman, child, family, or group for which it dies” (pp. 225, 226). He 

also found existent in the East blood-sprinkling upon the doors, door¬ 

posts, and lintels, which he regards as a primitive Semitic custom long 

antedating the Passover festival. 

There are also other discoveries made by this indefatigable investi¬ 

gator, quite as remarkable, which cannot be further enumerated. Suf¬ 

fice it to say that Professor Curtiss has made a real and valuable 

contribution to the study of Semitic religious customs and beliefs, and 

a genuine aid to the student of the Bible. Its value is reduplicated 

because it is not a setting forth of any theory, but the narration of 

facts regarding the life of Semitic peoples to-day. 

The appendices are by-discussions of themes relating to the 

author’s journeys, or events or questions suggested in travel. The 

indices are ample for ready use of the book. The volume is luxuri¬ 

ously illustrated by twenty-five beautiful new half-tone illustrations, 

taken during the author’s journeys, and by nineteen cuts to illustrate 

Dr. Ward’s article. The mechanical work of the book is very credit¬ 

able. A few noticeable errors in proof-reading can be corrected in 

another edition. On the title-page we find the year designated as 

MCCCCII; evidently a D is omitted. The word “to-day” is written 

both with and without the hyphen. The name of the French archae¬ 

ologist (p. 138) is Clermont-Ganneau. In Appendix G (p. 274) we 

should read : “Lajard’s Culte deMithra”; under the cut read : “After 

Lajard.” The name in 1. 5, p. 273, should be “ Heuzey.” 

Ira M. Price. 

Der Galaterbrief, aus sich selbst geschichtlich erklart. Von Dr. 
Valentin Weber, Professor der Theologie in Wurzburg. 
Ravensburg; Hermann Kitz, 1902. Pp. 156. M. 1.80. 

This is a reprint of the third part of the author’s larger work, Die 

Abfassung des Galaterbriefs vor dcm Apostelkonzil, with the addition of 

a short introduction. In his opening paragraph he says: 

The comparison of the Galatian letter with the Acts of the Apostles (in 

the first part) and with the other great letters of Paul (in the second part) 

has furnished many grounds for placing the letter in the period before the 

apostolic council recorded by Luke. Are the historical contents of the letter 

suitable to so early a period ? The satisfactory answer to this question will 

form the main argument for our thesis. 
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The main points of the chronology of the life of Paul are these: 

The conversion in 32 A. D.; in Jerusalem fifteen days in 35 A. D. (Gal. 

I : 18-20 ; Acts 9 : 23-6 ; 22 : 17-21); preached in Syria and Cilicia, 

and came to Jerusalem again ca. 45-46 A. D. (Gal. 2: i-io; Act 11 : 

30 ; 12 : 25), at which time he laid his gospel before the pillar apostles, 

receiving their recognition and approval ; returned to Antioch and 

with Barnabas went out on the first missionary journey, which lasted 

two years; returned to Antioch when the visit of Peter (Gal. 2:11) 

occurred, which was soon followed by the Judaistic agitation in Galatia 

and the trouble at Antioch ; Paul then wrote his Galatian epistle ca. 49 

A. D., and the apostolic council settled the matter in the next year, 

50 A. D. 

This reconstruction, it is easily seen, differs fundamentally in two 

particulars from the commonly accepted view: (i) it identifies the 

journey of Paul to Jerusalem, reported in Gal. 2 : i-io, with the visit of 

Act II : 30, instead of that of Acts 15 : i ff.; and (2) the Galatian letter 

dates from the sojourn in Antioch, Acts 14: 28, instead of from any 

time thereafter. In each of these positions Weber has the support of 

a number of New Testament scholars, and it may be that along these 

lines the final solution of this question will fall. This position, of 

course, commits the author to the South-Galatian theory, which he 

accepts in its exclusive aspect. 

On certain particular passages he offers new and often striking 

interpretations, which invite consideration. For example, the revela¬ 

tion of Christ to Paul was not his conversion experience, but the reve¬ 

lation of the “scheme of salvation” Paul preached after he was “called 

by conversion.” The statement, “ who they were makes no difference 

to me ; God respects not man’s person,” is made to refer, not to the 

pillar apostles, but to the false brethren. The false brethren came 

into the mission field, Galatia, to spy out “our liberty.” Paul preached 

in Galatia the first time, not “ because of weakness,” but throughout a 

season of weakness which was the result of persecution and rough 

treatment that left the “ marks of the Lord Jesus” on his body. 

Professor Weber knows well the literature upon this subject, in 

addition to a careful and acute study of the biblical material at first 

hand. His criticisms are keen, his discussions of opposing views are 

for the most part eminently fair, and his own view is clearly and ably 

set forth. His treatise is a stimulating and scholarly piece of work, 

with which all students of the apostolic age and of Paul will wish to 

become acquainted. J. W. Bailey. 

The University of Chicago. 
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The Grounds of Theistic and Christian Belief. By Professor 

George P. Fisher, D.D., LL.D., Yale University. Revised 
edition, in great part rewritten. New York : Charles Scrib¬ 
ner’s Sons, 1902. Pp. 463. S2.50. 

No American writer of the last fifty years has done more by his pub¬ 

lished works to promote an intelligent apprehension of Christianity 

than Professor Fisher, of Yale. Born in Massachusetts in 1827, and 

educated at Brown University and Andover Theological Seminary, he 

became professor in Yale Divinity School in 1854, occupying since 

1861 the chair of ecclesiastical history. In May last, at the age of 

seventy-five, he withdrew from the active duties of the professorship, 

and the present new edition of one of his most useful books is the 

product of the leisure which has resulted. 

The first edition of this book was published in 1883; and, although 

it was reprinted from time to time, no change was made in the 

contents. But the growth of knowledge, the development of opinion, 

and the shifting direction of interest, prepared the way for a thorough 

revision of the book, to make it an effective apologetic for the next 

score of years. The public is indebted to Professor Fisher for this 

making over of his Grounds of Theistic and Christian Belief. The new 

edition contains about one hundred additional pages, though the 

resetting of the book in smaller type leaves its size about as before. 

Some chapters of the first edition (chaps. 11, 14 and 18) have been 

dropped, while others (chaps. 10, 12 and 19) have been placed in the 

appendix (Notes 21-3). The material also has been entirely rearranged. 

Two whole chapters are new, namely, chap. 6, on “The Evidence of 

the Divine Origin of Christianity from its Ethical and Religious 

Teaching and from the Comparison of it with the Greek Philosophy,” 

and chap. 14, on “ The Gradualness of Revelation.” The remaining 

chapters have been entirely reworked, and in some cases greatly 

enlarged, e. g., chap, ii, on “The Authorship of the Fourth Gospel.” 

and chap. 13, on “The Relation of the Christian Faith to the Bible 

and to Biblical Criticism.” 

Professor Fisher has not, however, found it necessary to modify 

his former views in any important particular. It is no doubt true that 

the book is a much more conservative one now than it was twenty 

years ago relatwely to the status of current scholarly opinion, which 

has made a marked advance. Nevertheless, it is still a highly valuable 

and timely book. Its usefulness has not decreased, even though it is 

less a leading force than formerly, because it can now serve as a steady- 
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ing force in the progress that is being made. One may say of this 

new edition what one has for years said or felt of the first edition, that 

it is a pre-eminently sane, lucid, scholarly, and helpful presentation of 

the foundations of Christianity, both historical and philosophical. It 

is especially adapted to remove the difficulties which arise to the serious 

mind when it is sought to justify Christianity in the light of modern 

physical and mental science, and modern historical research ; or if the 

difficulties cannot be removed—and the author is frank in such cases 

—the elements of the problems are indicated, and the bearings of the 

problem shown in a way to inspire steadfastness of faith and patience 

in suspended judgment. For minister and for layman alike no better 

book can be named for the cultivation of a reasonable, devout, and 

receptive attitude toward the increasing knowledge and appreciation 

of Christianity, together with an unshaken belief and trust in those 

essential truths and principles which the gospel of Christ brought to 

light. 
C. W. V. 

Guide to Palestine and Egypt. (‘‘Macmillan’s Guides.”) New 
York : The Macmillan Co., 1901. Pp. xix + 270. $3. 

The Holy Land. Painted by John Fulleylove, R. I.; described 
by John Kelman, M. A. New York : The Macmillan Co., 
igo2. Pp, XV + 301. $6. 

A compact guide-book that shall contain accurate information 

concerning both Palestine and Egypt has been greatly needed for the 

increasing army of tourists to these two countries. There are admir¬ 

able guide-books already on the market, some of them fairly encyclo¬ 

paedic in their treatment of geography and archaeology; but the rapid 

traveler rebels at their very virtues. He cares little for scholarly dis¬ 

cussion of disputed sites of places he can never visit, and wishes a 

readable description of those main points of interest which he is 

likely to see in a fortnight’s visit. This want the first of these two 

volumes undertakes to meet. Its maps are admirably drawn and col¬ 

ored, its selection of subjects is suited to tourists, and as a piece of 

typography the book is singularly successful. Its contents, too, are 

on the whole well adapted to its purpose. Its style is simple and in¬ 

teresting, its scholarship is not oppressive, and its author’s acquaintance 

with the land undeniable. Sometimes, however, one is hardly con¬ 

vinced by its earnest arguments. For instance Baalbek’s great stones are 

held by its author — “ who has devoted much time and thought extend- 
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ing over many years to the abstruse and engrossing questions” con¬ 

cerning them—as “the sole-surviving relics of the works of a gigantic 

race of men who once inhabited this portion of the world’s surface, but 

who were suddenly swept away by some overwhelming convulsion of 

nature.” The author is profoundly convinced that Beirut’s future is 

enigmatic compared with that of Acre when once the Acre-Damascus 

railway is built—a conviction that does not seem to have been shaken 

by the foot-note forced from him by well-known facts concerning the 

failure of that project. As far as identifications in Palestine are con¬ 

cerned, its author (can it be Mr. Haskett Smith about whose residence 

and writings so much interest is shown ?) is convinced that Wady Kelt 

is the brook Cherith and that Bethabara is near Beisan ; that Joseph’s 

tomb is certainly near Jacob’s well ; that “ Gordon’s Tomb ” is the 

true tomb of Jesus ; and that the hill in which is Jeremiah’s Grotto is 

the true Calvary. In Nazareth the remains of the Jewish synagogue in 

the Greek church “ may have been the place where Christ delivered his 

first memorable discourse,” but the author is seldom in doubt; he 

generally has a fixed opinion as to whether the traditional sites are or 

are not authentic. 

The division of the volume dealing with Egypt is on the whole less 

“ subjective” than that upon Palestine, doubtless because of the ab¬ 

sence of theological interests. Though brief, it is discriminating, 

and—so far as can be judged without minute examination—accurate. 

Very different from this pocket guide-book is the sumptuous vol¬ 

ume by Fulleylove and Kelman. Barring the great work of Tissot, 

there is no volume that surpasses it in the genuine artistic worth of its 

illustrations, both colored and black. Perhaps the hills are colored 

in a trifle too high reds, but it is not always spring in Palestine. And 

the text is worthy of the illustrations. The volume is a fit imitator in 

spirit and method of Smith’s Historical Geography. Though not pre¬ 

cisely a scholar’s book, scholarship is always in control of its senti¬ 

ment. Farthest possible is it from being one of those melanges of 

guide-book, dragoman’s stories, and pious reflection we have come to 

expect from the pious tourist. It is a genuine piece of literature, 

written in a charming style, a volume of personal observation that 

never degenerates into gossip. In a series of well conceived chapters 

it discusses the character of the land and the spirit of its inhabitants, 

and traces the different waves of invasion that have left within its bor¬ 

ders Jew and Moslem, Christian and modern Jew. Yet it is not a 

history; it is, to use a current expression, an “appreciation,” all 
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history being seen through the study of the land itself. Written, as 
it is, in the first enthusiasm of study, it is an almost ideal example of 
the sort of book an intelligent traveler should write in any land. 
Both for the reader who has, and the reader who has not, seen the 
Holy Land, the book is welcome, a delightful source of a new sense 
of reality in biblical study. 

S. M. 

BOOKS OF SERMONS AND ADDRESSES. 

One of the most interesting features of the religious publications 
during the year 1902 has been the character of the sermons and 
addresses which have appeared in book form. The primary interest 
of a particular year is well indicated by such publications. Some of 
the most important and useful works of this kind which were issued 
during the year that has just closed are the following: Westcott’s 
Words of Faith and Hope (New York: The Macmillan Co., 1902; pp. 
212; $1.25), published after the death of the famous bishop of Dur¬ 
ham and comprising his last words to the Christian public; Watkin- 
son’s The Blind Spot and Other Sermons (Chicago: F. H. Revell Co., 
1902; pp. 278; $1), in which the chief idea is to remove the partial 
blindness of many to the spiritual realities that lie in us and all about 
us; Moule’s The Old Gospel for the New Age (Chicago: F. H. Revell 
Co., 1902; pp. 239; $1), which urges anew the gospel of the cross as 
the permanent message of Jesus to the world; Matheson’s Times of 
Retirement (Chicago: F. H. Revell Co., 1902; pp. 301; $1.25), contain¬ 
ing also an interesting picture of Dr. Matheson, whose devotional 
books have done so much to increase the higher religious emotions 
and to promote the higher religious thought; Jowett’s Brooks by the 
Traveler's Way (New York: A. C. Armstrong & Son, 1902; pp. 216), 
consisting of a series of addresses which were originally published in 
an English newspaper, their wider interest and value securing their 
publication in book form; McFadyen’s The Divine Pursuit (Chicago: 
F. H. Revell Co., 1902; pp. 213; $1), a group of meditations written 
for special seasons of the Christian year, and worthy of a wide read¬ 
ing by all for the increase of religious faith and the enlargement of 
spiritual experience; W. B. Brown’s The Gospel of the Kingdom and the 
Gospel of the Church (New York: Thomas Whittaker, 1902; pp. 218; 
$1), dedicated by the author to the many friends who during the last 
sixty years have been associated with him in the public ministry, its 
main purpose being to enlarge the ideal of religion so that it shall 
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compass the whole of human activity and life; Hiliis’s Faith and 

Character (Chicago: F. H. Revell Co., 1902; pp. 134), which seeks to 

commend Christianity to the individual man, showing what it is to be 

a Christian, the obstacles to the Christian life, the needs of man met by 

the love of God, and the means of soul growth ; Vance’s The Rise of 

a Soul: A Stimulus to Personal Progress and Development (QhxcdL^o: 

F. H. Revell Co., 1902; pp. 241; $1), which presents the story of the 

growth of the spirit through the four experiences of Vision, Shadows, 

Ascent, and Summit, the enabling force by which growth is achieved 

being the divine energy imparted to human life by Jesus Christ and 

his Spirit; Young’s Neglected People of the Bible (New York : Ameri¬ 

can Tract Society, 1902; 2d ed.; pp. 277), presenting a series of 

sketches of Old and New Testament persons of minor importance, but 

not without their lessons for our instruction; Deshon’s Sermons for the 

Ecclesiastical Tifar (New York: The Catholic Book Exchange, 1902; 

pp. 500; $1), a collection of sermons by an eminent Catholic priest, 

which are characterized by a deep religious tone and by a practical 

bearing on the religious life; Muzzey’s Spiritual Heroes: A Study of 

Some of the World’s Prophets (New York: Doubleday, Page & Co., 

1902; pp. 305), dealing in a fresh and vigorous way with the signifi-• 

cance to religious development and human civilization of Jeremiah, 

Buddha, Socrates, Jesus, St. Paul, Marcus Aurelius, Augustine, Moham¬ 

med, and Martin Luther; Gregg’s The Dictum of Reason on Man's 

Immortality (New York: E. B. Treat & Co., 1902; pp. 73; $0.50), set¬ 

ting forth with clearness and strength important philosophical reasons 

as well as religious for the Christian belief that immortality is an inhe¬ 

rent element of human existence. 

Two other books of a similar class, though made up of neither ser¬ 

mons nor addresses, may be named. The first is Professor W. D. 

Mackenzie’s biography of his father under \\X\&, John Mackenzie: 

South African Missionary and Statesman (New York : A. C. Armstrong 

& Son, 1902; pp. 564); in a true sense this work traverses the history 

of South Africa, especially on the side of its English political and reli¬ 

gious relations, during the last fifty years, and is an exceedingly inter¬ 

esting study of the missionary effort in that important field. The 

other book is the third edition of Rev. Walter Elliott’s The Life of 

Christ (New York: The Catholic Book Exchange, 1902; pp. 763), 

which has already found a wide field of usefulness among Roman 

Catholics, and is a religious and devotional study of the life of Christ 

of high value. It is profusely illustrated, which adds to its attractive¬ 

ness and usefulness. 
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The Chief Intellectual Difficulties with Christianity. 

The religious atmosphere and influence at Oxford University, 

England’s greatest ecclesiastical center, is the subject of the leading 

article in the October number of the Church Quarterly Review. As 

the Review writers are anonymous, the author of the article is not 

named. But his interest is deep, his vision is clear, and his dissatis¬ 

faction with the existing condition is well founded. The English 

universities, like our own, have ceased to be schools primarily for the 

education of ministers; they have become institutions for all depart¬ 

ments of learning, and theology does not dominate. The specially 

religious atmosphere is in large part lacking, and there is a growing 

indifference to that ecclesiastical interest which formerly has been so 

strong. The young men are not being reached or held by the Church. 

The religious instruction which they receive is small in amount, and 

often perfunctory. The sermons preached to them present the lan¬ 

guage, the modes of thought, and in the main the ideas of the past, 

much of which is unreal or unmeaning to the modern student. The 

writer therefore urges that the conception and presentation of religion 

at Oxford be modernized, so that it will appeal to, and be intelligible 

to, the present generation of young men. He would have a plain and 

sincere attempt made to meet their intellectual difficulties with Chris¬ 

tianity. These difficulties, he says, pertain to the fundamental elements 

of theology: Can God be known ? Is prayer reasonable ? Can prayer 

be supposed to alter anything ? Was Jesus Christ more than man ? 

If so, what is meant by calling him God ? In other words, what 

is the incarnation ? May not I take the whole of his moral teach¬ 

ing, and leave aside the questions about his person ? Is not sin 

really after all only imperfection ? Is not the ordinary Christian’s 

view of the atonement blasphemous ? Is dot traditional Christian 

morality unscientific, obsolete, or at best partly invalid ? 

To these essential problems of historical and practical religion 

those who have in hand the spiritual welfare of college students must 

address themselves. And in doing so they must remember that the 

students are firmly fixed in certain postulates of thought, such as ; 

that the Bible has to be judged and used as any other book ; that the 
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historical documents in it must be judged as historical documents : 

that historical accuracy and intrinsic reasonableness, where either seems 

lacking to a passage in the Old or the New Testament, cannot be sup¬ 

plied by any theory of inspiration ; that there is some good in all reli¬ 

gion, and that Christianity is on its trial; that it is quite possible to 

be a gentleman, genial, honorable, active, and successful, without 

being religious, and that the few religious men who have all these 

qualities do not necessarily owe them to their religion; that science is 

certain, and that when it comes into collision with religion, the latter 

must give way. To the extent to which these postulates are false, this 

fact should be shown; what truth there is in them must be recognized 

and established. Modern problems must be solved by modern men 
with modern thought and modern language. 

The Use of Mark’s Gospel in Matthew and Luke. 

Scholars are now pretty well agreed that the first and third evan¬ 
gelists employed the gospel of Mark, not only as one of their most 
important sources, but also as a framework of their own books. To 

be sure, they make many additions to Mark’s narrative, and sometimes 

omit a section, or substitute a parallel account. But they do not dis-‘ 
regard or desert its arrangement and order except in one division of 
each book, namely. Matt., chaps. 8-13, and Luke 9:51 —18:14. Mat¬ 

thew evidently had Mark before him in this portion of his gospel also, 

but for some reason not yet known he chose to follow another order 

in using the Markan material. Butin the section Luke 9:51 —18:14 it 

is a question whether the author used the Markan source at all; out of 
the 351 verses contained in this section of Luke, only 35 contain any 

parallels in substance or phraseology to Mark. Sir John Hawkins, in 

the last three numbers of the Expository Times, presents a long discus¬ 

sion to show that in this portion of Luke’s gospel he wrote in com¬ 

plete independence of Mark, apparently for the reason that this body 

of material came to his hand in its present form, and he did not think 

best to alter it. He thinks there is no reason why all this material 

may not have belonged to the so-called Perean ministry, and that the 

contents may have come originally from one of the seventy disciples 

who accompanied Jesus at that time. 

The Divinity of Christ in Modem Philosophy. 

Under the title, “The Concept of the Infinite,” Professor Josiah 

Royce, of Harvard University, presents a valuable article in theology 
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and philosophy in the opening number of the new Hibbert Journal 

(October). He says : the concept that, in an infinite system, the part 

can, in infinities of the same Dignity, be equal to the whole, throws a 

wholly new light upon the possible relations of equality which, in a 

perfected state, might exist between what we now call an Individual 

or a Created Self, and God as the Absolute Self. Perhaps a being, 
who in one sense appeared infinitely less than God, or who at all events 

was but one of an infinite number of parts within the divine whole, 

might nevertheless justly count it not robbery to be equal to God, if 

only this partial being, by virtue of an immortal life, or of a perfected 

process of self-attainment, received, in the universe, somewhere an infi¬ 

nite expression. The possible value for theology of the concept of 
the “ New Infinite ” leads me to urge it upon the attention of students 

of deeper theological problems. I believe it to be demonstrable that 

the infinite is, in general, neither something indeterminate nor some¬ 

thing definable only in negative terms, nor something incomprehen¬ 
sible. I believe it to be demonstrable that the real universe is an 
exactly determinate but actually infinite system, whose structure is that 

revealed to us in Self-Consciousness. And I believe that the newer 

researches regarding the infinite have set this truth in a new and 
welcome light. 

The Controversy Between Science and Faith. 

In the same journal Sir Oliver Lodge deals with the fundamental 

conflict between religion and science, which he thinks is still waging. 
It may be a question as to whether there is a God at all; or, the being 
of God admitted, as to his mode of action, his method of governing 

the world. To the religious thought the world is controlled by a liv¬ 

ing Person, accessible to prayer, influenced by love, able and willing 

to foresee, to intervene, to guide, and wistfully to lead without compul¬ 
sion spirits in some sort akin to himself. To the scientific thought 
the world is a self-generated, self-controlling machine, complete and 

fully organized for movement; life and mind and consciousness have 

been attained by the play of natural forces acting upon the complexi¬ 

ties of highly developed molecular aggregates—at first life-cells, ulti¬ 

mately brain-cells, and these not the organ or instrument, but the very 

reality and essence of life and of mind. Orthodox science at the pres¬ 

ent teaches that the cosmos is self-explanatory, self-contained, and 

self-maintaining. From everlasting to everlasting the material uni¬ 

verse rolls on, evolving worlds and disintegrating them, evolving 
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vegetable beauty and destroying it, evolving intelligent animal life, 

developing that into a self-conscious human race, and then plunging 

it once more into annihilation. 

If this is the creed of science, then we reply to Mr. Lodge that 

science has much to learn. VVe had supposed that progress was making 

toward a view of the world which removed this radical antagonism 

between science and faith; but Mr. Lodge evidently thinks that not 

much has been accomplished. Orthodox science is in his judgment 

materialistic, not theistic. Then here is a case where heresy is com¬ 

mendable, for it alone can lead to the union of physical with religious 

facts, to a theory of the universe which does justice to human achieve¬ 

ments and human aspirations. Surely the gospel of Christ is better 

than the pessimism of materialistic science. Neither ought it to be per¬ 

mitted that the name of “ science ” should be the exclusive property of 

the materialistic school. There is a true science which is not in con¬ 

flict with a true faith, and the number is happily growing of those who 

combine the scientific and the religious spirit. 

The Old Testament and the Excavations. 

Many replies have been made to Professor Friedrich Delitzsch’s 

recent lecture, Babel und Bibel, which seemed to do injustice both to 

the trustworthiness of the Old Testament and to the religious 

supremacy and originality of the Hebrew people. Delitzsch challenged 

the Old Testament scholars of Germany to a full acceptance of the 

information and its consequences which came from modern oriental 

excavations concerning the influence of Babylonian history, literature, 

and ideas upon the Bible. Professor Karl Budde, of the University of 

Marburg, offers a defense of Old Testament scholarship in the Ameri¬ 

can Journal of Theology for October, maintaining that the Hebrew 

nation had no such dependence upon Babylon for their ideas or for 

their literature as was alleged by the Berlin Assyriologist. Babylonian 

literature, he says, may swell up into infinity, but it will have nothing 

to equal our prophets, nor even the historical portions of our oldest 

sources. Grateful as we, the representatives of Old Testament science, 

are to the excavations for each new ray of light and for every enlarge¬ 

ment of the scope of ancient history, we do not yet feel that the time 

has come to let our beautiful village be swallowed up over night, so 

to speak, by the metropolis of Babylon. 
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Apostolic Memories in John’s Gospel. 

The little volume which has just appeared on the Study of the 

Gospels by Canon J. Armitage Robinson, of London, is intended to give 

a simple but scholarly account of present methods and conclusions in 

studying these records of Jesus’ life and message. It is an excellent 

summary statement for popular reading. The way in which the 

apostle John composed his gospel is thus described: We have in the 

securest tradition of the apostle’s later life just those conditions which 

appear to be suggested by the phenomena of the gospel itself; an old 

man, disciplined by long labor and suffering, surrounded by devout 

scholars, recording before he passes from them his final conception of 

the life of the Christ, as he looked back upon it in the light of fifty 

years of Christian experience. To expect that after such an interval 

his memory would reproduce the past with the exactness of dispatches 

written at the time, would be to postulate a miraculous interference 

with the ordinary laws which govern human memories. We have no 

ground for supposing that the divine inspiration, nowhere more evi¬ 

dent than in this gospel, should so far disturb the normal condition 

of the human instrument which it employed. 

Yet at the same time we shall do well to bear in mind that these 

are not merely an old man’s recollections, such as we sometimes listen 

to when he is recalling out of the past scenes which have for many 

years been wholly unremembered. They are not memories which have 

lain dormant for half a century, to wake like the sleepers of Ephesus, 

unchanged as they fell asleep. They are living memories, never long 

absent from heart and mind; memories which in a sense have grown 

with the man’s growth, and have ripened from the seed into the fruit. 

All that he has known of life has clustered round them, and helped to 

interpret them. They have been used again and again to illustrate 

the truths by which he has lived: they have become the vehicle of his 

constant exposition of these truths. Accordingly they are memories 

dominated by principles, and valued in proportion as they express 

those principles. The spiritual is seen to utter itself in terms of the 

material; the heavenly lesson is everywhere revealed in the earthly 

fact. If then we would understand the narrative, we must be familiar¬ 

ized with the conceptions which it is framed to set forth. Accordingly 

we begin to see the significance of the opening exposition of the 

eternal realities which underlie the external world and the history of 

man: and we learn to value the abstract summary of the purpose of 
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Christ’s mission upon the earth as given in the prologue (i:i-i8). 

The great ideas here presented are those that rule the narrative which 

follows; here is the whole truth — the rest is illustration. This is the 

light in which he has come to see the Christ, and in which he desires 

that he should forever be seen by others. 

The Religious Value of the Old Testament. 

We have before us, in a volume entitled the Christian Point of 

View, a lecture on this important subject, given to the last graduating 

class of Union Theological Seminary by Professor Francis Brown. 

Christianity presupposes the Old Testament, he said. Jesus found 

spiritual life in it. He led his followers, from the outset, into a 

richer use of it, so that those who walked the way after him were con¬ 

scious of the long vista behind—the straight track by which religious 

truth and power had come. He points us backward, too, into the 

same great country of God’s ancient revelation. There is true reli¬ 

gion there, with the value of reality, the value of large setting in the 

history of men, the value of abundant detail, the value of mighty expe¬ 

riences, the value of divine knowledge embodied in literature, the 

value of strong imperatives, the value of the penitent’s confession, the 

value of the seer’s vision. God was gradually working out his design 

—not forcing it upon men, but letting it dawn upon them by degrees. 

Of course, then, there were imperfections. There were great facts but 

partly seen, great obligations but partly understood, the life of precept 

recognized, and the life of free obedience in love feebly grasped. 

In prophecy, too, there is enduring value—to be recognized with 

discrimination; a value which resides not so much in the detailed ful¬ 

filment of specific predictions as in the everlasting power of the divine 

principles of life which prophecy reiterates, and by which alone the 

kingdom of God can come. The Old Testament is not the primary 

source of the Christian religion. But it is the embodiment of a genu¬ 

ine religion, which—as far as its elements have penetrated vitality— 

Christianity has taken up into itself. The promise of universality 

made to the Old Testament religion proves to be conditioned on its 

merging into that which was destined to spring from it, to supersede 

it, to envelop it, to discard the perishable in it, and to give new glory 

to that in it which could endure. The revelation in Jesus Christ, and 

that alone, determines what is perishable and what endures. That 

which can endure in the presence of Jesus Christ is full of instruction 

and stimulus and spiritual devotion through all the ages. 






